LANGIUS REPORTS ON MACKINAC OUTING

Principal Speaker Announced; Subject to be "What Makes a Good Building?"

Adrian N. Langius, Chairman of a Special Committee on arrangements for the Society’s Sixth Annual Mid-Summer Conference, reports that Mr. Douglas Haskell, new Architectural editor of The Architectural Forum, has accepted the Society’s invitation to be the principal speaker at Mackinac Island on August 5 and 6. The subject, "What Makes a Good Building?" will feature Mr. Haskell on "A Good Architect" while other leaders in the industry will dwell upon "A Good Contractor," "Good Materials" and "Good Craftsmen."

Serving with Langius are Robert B. Frantz, representing the Saginaw Valley Chapter, and David H. Williams, Jr., representing the Detroit Chapter.

Langius has been to The Grand Hotel recently to further arrangements and reports some very interesting developments. The main rooms of the Hotel have been redecorated and the lobby has been done over completely—the Blue Room has undergone a complete change and is now known as the Terrace Room.

Your chairman, after conferring with Manager J. O. Woodfill, confirms our previous admonition that reservations should be made as early as possible. There has been an overflow attendance at each previous conference and this one will certainly be no exception. Use the reservation blank printed herewith to make reservations direct with the Hotel.

The Committee wishes to emphasize the fact that the Conference is not limited to architects. As in the past, all those interested will be welcome. Especially this year will it be appropriate to have many others, since the subject is industry-wide in its scope.

This is an opportunity to bring families and friends to the most delightful vacation resort in Michigan.


GRAND HOTEL, MACKINAC ISLAND — RESERVATION REQUEST

MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS MID-SUMMER CONFERENCE, AUGUST 4, 5, 6

- Deluxe Rooms with bath, lakeview exposure, $16.00 per day per person, American Plan.
- Double Rooms with bath, lakeview, south or west exposure, $14.50 per day per person, American Plan.
- Double Rooms with bath, north or east exposure, $12.50 per day per person, American Plan.
- Single Rooms with bath, north exposure, $14.50 per day, American Plan.
- Double Rooms with lavatory, $11.00 per day, American Plan.
- Single Rooms with lavatory, $12.50 per day, American Plan.

(There is an added charge of 27c daily per person for sales tax)

I expect to arrive A.M. Name
P.M.

I shall depart A.M. Address
P.M.

BOARD MEET IN ANN ARBOR

The Board of Directors of the Michigan Society of Architects will hold its July meeting, as usual, on the first Wednesday—July 6—in Ann Arbor.

The Board meeting will take place in the East Conference Room of the Rackham Building at 4:30 p.m. Dinner will be served for Board members in the Crowfoot Room at the Michigan Union at 6:30 p.m.

Among other matters to be discussed will be the Mid-Summer Conference at The Grand Hotel on Mackinac Island.

Ralph W. Hammett, chairman of a special committee to consider changing...
At the time of year for the Society's Annual Convention will report for his committee. The committee met at Mr. Hammett's home on the afternoon and evening of June 27.

At dinner Mr. Carl G. Sedan of the Detroit Convention and Tourist Bureau will be a guest, together with Clair W. Ditchy and Kenneth C. Black as members of the Society's Committee on the Soo Locks Centennial, being planned for 1955. In this connection, there is to be an international architectural competition. Mr. Sedan is Secretary of the Centennial Committee.

ROLAND GIES

Roland C. Gies, A.I.A., pioneer architect of Detroit, died at his home at 2194 Cadillac Blvd., on June 26. He was 74 years of age.

Born in Detroit on October 17, 1874, he was educated in Detroit parochial schools, in art schools and at the old Detroit College, where he was a member of the Class of 1894.

He worked for Richard E. Raseman, George D. Mason, Donaldson & Meier, and Albert Kahn. He held a responsible position in the Kahn office almost at the beginning of Mr. Kahn's practice.

Mr. Gies opened his own office in 1903, became registered to practice in Michigan when the original registration act went into effect in 1915. He was in the partnership of Grylls & Gies, 1905-1907, later practiced as an individual.

He had long been a member of the Michigan Society of Architects, was a member of The American Institute of Architects and its Detroit Chapter since 1944.

Surviving are his wife, Winnie, two daughters, Mrs. Earle Chapman and Edwina Gies; two sons, Roland C., Jr. and Gilbert, and four grandchildren.
helping to get the work established, the support given by architects and alumni, the generous contributions and encouragement by George G. Booth, also many items of the school's history and its relation to the architectural development of the past forty years as an active participant in the progressive movement. Later in the evening an organization was formed to continue activity by the class in connection with the college.

THE MIDWEST AND INDIANA SCHOOL-BUILDING CONFERENCE will be held at Indiana University, July 15 and 16. Architects are invited to attend and to submit for display their most outstanding school-building plans. Paul W. Seagers, School Building Consultant, Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind., is in charge.

H. E. FOREMAN, Managing Director of The Associated General Contractors of America, Inc., spoke before the recent Second National Catholic Building Convention, at the Stevens Hotel in Chicago. Excerpts from his talk:

Distinctive function of the general contractor is, succinctly, to assume full centralized responsibility for the delivery of a properly completed structure in accordance with the owner's specifications. The responsible general contractor, through his experienced organization, is pre-eminent in ordering, securing, assembling and placing innumerable materials and devices required on the modern project.

Two ways to select a contractor: (1) By competition among a group of qualified general contractors equally acceptable with contract going to lowest bidder; or (2) Selection on cost-plus or percentage basis.

It is suggested that adequate price competition will be obtained from not more than six bidders, and that a greater number of bidders should not be invited without compensating each bidder for his services.

Separate contracts are viewed with disfavor among general contractors. However, if separate contracts should be used, it is important that specifications and drawings clearly determine elements of work so handled and the connection of the general contractor's work thereto.

The owner has a right to expect from the contractor: (1) A competitive bid representing careful study of job requirements; (2) Furnishing completion and performance bond if requested or provided for in specifications; (3) Initiation of work when directed by architect or owner and diligent prosecution of work in strict accordance with plans and specifications; (4) Taking out of insurance as may be specified, and offering proof of insurance to owner upon demand; (5) Following out of such instructions from architect and engineer insofar as they are consistent with plans and specifications; (6) Making of changes ordered by architect or engineer in writing; change orders to be priced and contract price modified accordingly; Furnishing materials of grade specified and expeditious performance of work; and (7) Delivery of completed building within time specified, free from liens or claims.

BASEBOARD HEATING is the title of the newest addition to the list of consumer booklets issued by the Plumbing and Heating Industry Bureau, 35 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Ill.

The booklet was prepared to meet the demand for a popular explanation of baseboard heating.

The price of the new booklet is 10 cents per copy.

Copies of earlier consumer booklets are still available at the following prices:

"Choosing A Heating Plant Wisely," 5 cents each; "What You Should Know About Plumbing," 5 cents each; "Modern Bathroom Plans," 10 cents each.

Two Plants to Serve Your Requirements FOR Structural Steel Miscellaneous Iron Material Handling Equipment TAYLOR & GASKIN, Inc. 3105 BEAUFAIT AVENUE WALNUT 1-2350 DETROIT 7, MICHIGAN and our subsidiary company INDIANA BRIDGE CO., INC. MUNCIE, INDIANA MUNCIE 8971
In its program of promoting sound bidding procedure in building construction, the Michigan Chapter, A.G.C. has sent copies of *A Suggested Guide to Bidding Procedure* to members of the Michigan Society of Architects and the presidents of the boards of education in 215 towns and cities in the state with 1,500 or more population.

The document, which was developed last year by a joint committee of The Associated General Contractors of America and The American Institute of Architects, was accompanied by an appropriate letter, signed by W. Weldon Allen, secretary-manager of the Michigan Chapter.

The letter to boards of education stated, in part:

"It is possible that your board is now, or soon will be, confronted with the task of planning and financing school buildings. If so, you are certain to have many problems, including the perplexing phase relating to bidding and awarding procedure. We hope that we can be of some small help to you.

"... The procedure contained in this guide is permissive, but founded on the practical and ethical thinking of experienced men in our industry — architects and general contractors. The interests of the owner (purchaser of construction) were a major consideration in the preparation of this bidding procedure.

"The guide is applicable in public construction so far as public authorities permit. We respectfully recommend the guide to you as an aid in working out your problems. The architect of your choice and your other counsellors will be able to advise you on the applicability of this bidding procedure to your own building program."

In his letter to architects, Mr. Allen stated, "We believe that contractors and architects owe to themselves and to their owners the duty of promoting practical and ethical bidding procedure ... We enclose a copy of the guide and earnestly recommend that we jointly promote the procedure suggested therein."
A NEW GRAND HOTEL WILL GREET YOU

Gus LANGIUS, Chairman of the Society’s Sixth Annual Mid-Summer Conference at The Grand Hotel on Mackinac Island, August 4, 5, 6 and 7, was privileged to attend a “Preview Opening” of the famous hostelry recently. He reports that never before since our beloved late member, George D. Mason designed and supervised the structure, and saw its opening in 1887 has the building undergone such extensive refurbishing.

The party of Islanders and visiting dignitaries were the guests of Mr. W. S. Woodfill, owner-manager. Interior decoration of the hotel, done by Arthur L. Beverly of Beverly & Valentine, Chicago, one of the foremost decorating firms in the U. S., was appreciated by visitors.

The Grand spent in excess of $75,000 in improvements since last season, primarily in the lobby and adjoining rooms.

The carpet in the main lounge is a Bigelow, Hartford, Sanford production of Saxony especially woven for the hotel with a red background and a Greek key pattern in two tones of gray. Its cost was $29,000. Walls are two-tone gray to highlight the shades of the carpet pattern. Draperies are in gold and Venetian blinds match the tones of the gray walls. At each end of the lobby are murals done by an artist in Paris last winter and which reached New York by air freight but two weeks ago. They present a street scene in Paris 100 years ago, showing French carriages and horses and people attired in the mode of that era. Colors of the murals complement the balance of the room.

New furniture has been installed throughout the public space, replacing the former wicker furniture. Various complementing colors have been used in furniture fabrics.

One of the outstanding changes is the new registration desk, installed at a cost of $7,000. The ceiling was lowered in that area and special lighting installed. The front of the desk is paneled with bleached natural cork. Screening of the desk is fluted decorative glass simulating draperies. A new key rack is of immense proportions in modern design. Custom-built phone booths, unusually large, are placed with a wainscot of black gunmetal, wood panels and a flowered wallpaper on the walls. Comfortable red leather chairs complete the booth equipment.

The Blue Room, or supper room, has been done over and is now known as the Terrace Room. Its entrance is by terraced risers elegantly appointed with gay upholstered sofas lined against mirrored walls. Four stunning lamps grace the terrace, equipped with huge gold shades hand-painted in Paris especially for the hotel. The Terrace Room has a decor of red and white with individual, painted floral panels. New chairs and tables present a strik-
ANSWERS GOVT. CHARGES

CRAWFORD H. GREENEWAULT, president of the Du Pont Company, says concerning the civil suit filed in Chicago recently by the U. S. Department of Justice against Du Pont, General Motors Corporation and others alleging violation of the Sherman and Clayton anti-trust laws:

"The Du Pont Company emphatically denies that its relationships with General Motors and the other companies mentioned in the complaint have been either illegal or in any way detrimental to the interest of the people of the United States.

"On the contrary, these relationships have served the public interest in a conspicuous way; and in that firm belief we will defend our actions and our present position with the utmost vigor.

"Since these relationships have been a matter of public record and public information for many years, the motive for this suit must arise out of a determination by the Department of Justice to attack bigness in business as such. We cannot believe that such a position is or will be supported by the American people because in the end it would increase prices, reduce living standards, and even weaken the national security."
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BELOW: A. M. Davis of Portland Cement Association presenting "Special Award" to Roger Allen at the Grand Hotel during the MSA Conference last year.

BELOW RIGHT: The Doug Ainslees and the Gus Langiuses at the conference.
"I want you to design a Futuramic and most completely equipped, automobile sales and service building in the country." With this all-inclusive requirement on the part of the owner, the architect decided that this large order called for really using the "old noodle," as Arthur Godfrey, of radio and television fame, would say.

The result is the handsome new building just completed for Wagner Oldsmobile, Inc. at the corner of Woodward and Taylor Avenues in the City of Detroit, Michigan. The plant covers an area of 20,000 sq. ft., with frontage of half a block on Woodward Avenue and extending back 166 feet on Taylor, with parking facilities on the side and rear of building.

Constructed of steel reinforced concrete the exterior is of Desert grey Goshen face brick with stone trim. The sash is of aluminum throughout. The facade over the service entrance is of marine blue macotta. An extended roof-deck unifies the front and acts as a support to the tall vertical sign. A blue lettered sign also runs across the front of the building over the sales section. The simple dignified lines of the structure give a pleasing sense of forceful serenity.

The design is modern throughout and is characterized by the generous use of colors which are easily visible from the street as a result of the almost exclusive use of glass in front.

The sales display area of 2,500 sq. ft. faces the Woodward-Taylor corner. The terrazzo floor is of an unusual modernistic design using imported marble chips of various colors to form red, blue, green and grey bands outlining tan colored squares with solid black circles at each intersection.
walls of the sales area are in scored plywood with corrugated Cemesto on the wall of the second floor offices that have windows opening out into the display room. The acoustical ceiling is motif'd Acoustone of clover-check design. The pattern is produced by the heavier shadows caused by the etched portions of the tile rather than by differences in applied color.

The heating system is the new radiant type using pipe coils in the floors. Showroom lighting is recessed and the service area is of the latest type fluorescent strip lighting.

To the rear of the display room are the executive offices. These have plastered walls, covered with Fabron, a modern washable fabric. The floors are covered with blue asphalt tile and cove base.

The executive offices on the second floor consist of the president's office, the secretary's office, business office, and large meeting room for sales and promotion.

Mr. Albert P. Wagner's office is paneled in black walnut and the ceiling in pattern Acoustone tile. The floor is carpeted. A private bar, and a toilet and shower room in grey colored tile is adjacent to this office. Miss Gladys M. Shroyer's office has Fabron blond wood pattern walls with furniture to match.

Behind the main office on the first
The floor are the stock rooms and accessory departments—the most up-to-date in the country.

The huge service area covering 17,500 sq. ft. is in the shape of an L with slag block walls and has the latest and finest equipment in the United States. Every known appliance for rapid and efficient repair work is available. The service area was designed extraordinarily wide so there would be none of the car congestion so prevalent in many service stations during rush hours. There are 30 repair stalls in this area and 17 twin post lifts. Overhead doors are used for car entrance and exits.

All the rest rooms for the office and display rooms are completely tiled. The mechanic's washroom is in glazed brick tile and has shower and locker room.

Quarry tile floors are used in the Lubricatorium and Kalamein doors for fire prevention.

The latest in inter-office and service department communicating address systems is in operation throughout the plant.

For the pleasure and entertainment of waiting customers there is programmed music and a free snack bar. It has been found that the music also contributes to good employee relationship between management and worker and customer.
FOR MODERN LIVING

As its major event for 1949, the Detroit Institute of Arts announces an international exhibition of contemporary design in home furnishings and objects—"For Modern Living"—to be presented September 11th through November 20th.

This exhibition will survey the entire progress of modern design over the past half century. It will review the significant contributions made by modern design to the convenience and pleasure of modern living in the home. And it will give leading designers everywhere an opportunity to exhibit their outstanding work on a scale that has not before been possible in this country.

By its very nature, an exhibition of this scope and completeness reaches to the heart of an ever-present question—the relationship between American art and American life.

The designers whose work will be shown share a common conviction that this relationship is a vital one—and that the art forms being developed today will give our modern technological society a culture as rich as any that has preceded it.

They take the position that the gap between American art and American life is really a gap between two civilizations: the agrarian class society that preceded the industrial revolution, and the democratic society of our own time, based on power-driven machinery. That gap is being bridged by modern design—fundamentally American in its character, and the natural expression of the first technological society in the history of man.

As the cultural center of a large industrial city, the Detroit Institute of Arts takes pride in providing a means of expression for this point of view.

We cordially invite your interest in this important exhibition which will open next September as a demonstration of the new possibilities that have been opened up for modern living.

"For Modern Living" will be a complete and comprehensive exhibition of the highest standards in contemporary design for the home—the culmination of fifty years' effort in this field, and a preview of much important work-in-progress.

HARRIGAN AND REID CO.
HEATING & PLUMBING ENGINEERS
SUMMER AND WINTER
Air Conditioning
SHEET METAL WORK
Phone:
CADILLAC 0243
1365 BAGLEY AVENUE
DETROIT 26, MICH.

GLANZ & KILLIAN CO.
CONTRACTORS
PLUMBING — HEATING — VENTILATING
FIRE PROTECTION SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
1761 West Forest Avenue TEmple 1-7820

FUTURAMIC....

JUST AS THE NEW OLDSMOBILES GO BEYOND MOST OTHER AUTOMOBILES IN ALL THAT IS MODERN, SMART AND ADVANCED, SO DO OUR NEW, ENLARGED FACILITIES PROVIDE THE UT-MOST IN DEPENDABLE SERVICE.

Wagner Oldsmobile, Inc.
Detroit's Newest, Most Complete Oldsmobile Sales and Service
9001 Woodward Ave.
TRinity 4-1200
Range of objects includes furniture, fabrics, floor coverings, lighting fixtures and lamps, ceramics, glass and plastic wares, metal and wood objects, utensils and many other articles for the house, that embody the best of forward-looking design. Painting, sculpture, and the graphic arts will complete the collection of objects.

Range of materials: In addition to the display of objects, new materials will be exhibited in their own right—plastics, plywood, metals and various compositions—any and all materials which will suggest new and interesting solutions to the many and varied problems of modern living.

The Detroit Institute of Arts will house the exhibition in four galleries providing 12,000 square feet of space. The main entrance to the museum will be wholly revised for this important event. The First Gallery - 27 x 48 feet and The Second Gallery - 27 x 28 feet—will trace the adaptation of 20th century technology to the service of modern life in architecture, industrial design and furniture. The Third Gallery—45 x 80 feet—will be devoted to a wide variety of miscellaneous articles. The Great Hall—90 x 100 feet, and 60 feet high—provides a background against which full expression can be given to the basic qualities of lightness, freedom, honesty, simplicity and beauty, that are inherent in contemporary design. Here, complete rooms—each the solution to a particular problem—will provide natural settings for the objects on display and, in a dramatic climax to the exhibition, point the way to the practical use of modern design for modern living.

More than two months will be devoted to this significant exhibition, which will open September 11th, 1949 and continue through November 20th.

**CONTROL JOINTS**

As a result of accumulated experience, Portland Cement Association has revised its concrete information sheet on control joints.

Recommendations have been changed somewhat in regard to the location of control joints principally in the wall below the first story windows. This in turn has allowed the rearrangement and, to some extent, the reduction of reinforcing bars at the corners of such openings.

A detail showing the location of control joints in pilasters at steel columns has been included. Either a single joint on the centerline of columns or a joint at each side of the pilaster has proved satisfactory, the report states. Because of the infrequent use of rubber and metal control strips, details for their use have been omitted in this new edition. Either of the materials may be used, however, when available and satisfactory results can be obtained.

Copies of the information sheet may be obtained from J. G. Martin, District Manager, Detroit 7, Mich.

**WANTED**—Experienced Architectural Drafter, Office located in Northwest section. Call for interview, University 4-2500.
P. C. FORECAST FOR 1949

This Consumers' Council revised forecast of new construction expenditures for 1949 has been prepared after consultation with officials of the construction divisions at the Commerce Department and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, as well as with others, and, of course, takes into account trends to date in expenditures and in the start of new work.

The forecast indicates that a turning point has been reached in postwar expansion of construction activity, but certainly does not mean a slump in the near future. It is fairly likely that physical volume will be a little greater in 1949 than in 1948. In fact, dollar expenditures would also be shown greater than in 1948 if the current opinion of some of the government construction economists was to be used directly.

In the private field, the greatest change is a sharp upward revision for the public utility group, particularly the sub-group "other" (mainly electric light and power.) This is caused by recent information on current and scheduled activity, and on 1948 activity. The Commerce-BLS utility expenditure estimate for 1948 has also been increased sharply. Private industrial and private commercial have been reduced substantially, and private "other non-residential" increased substantially, in accordance with trends in expenditures and (particularly) in the start of work. Private residential has been reduced a little.

The most important change under Public is the increase in educational building, for which projects are being started at a rate much above last year. Military and naval has been reduced sharply; expenditures are low, and unlikely to increase. Sewer and water, and conservation and development, are increased, and there are several other changes of minor importance.

WILLIAM GILLET, vice president of Detroit Steel Products Co., has been elected to the board of directors of the Producers Council. It is announced by Charles M. Mortenson, executive secretary of the Council. Next meeting of the board of directors is scheduled for September 28th at the Edgewater Beach Hotel, in Chicago.
MACKINAC CONFERENCE PLANS COMPLETED

Chairman Langius Presents Details at Society Board Meeting

The Board of Directors of the Michigan Society of Architects met at the Rackham Building in Ann Arbor on the afternoon of Wednesday, July 6. The meeting was followed by a dinner at the Michigan Union. The Board meeting was attended by all officers and directors except Messrs. Allen and Kressbach.

The dinner was attended also by Kenneth C. Black and Clair W. Ditchy, members of the Society’s Committee on the Soo Locks Centennial, and Carl G. Sedan, of the Detroit Convention and Tourist Bureau, Secretary of the Centennial Commission.

Langius reported that plans for the Conference at The Grand Hotel have been practically completed and that reservations at the Hotel are nearing the limit allowed for the Conference. It is quite apparent, he said, that there will be some requests that cannot be honored by the Hotel. It is, therefore, highly desirable that all those who contemplate attending make reservation requests as soon as possible.

As previously reported, Mr. Douglas Haskell, new architectural editor of The Architectural Forum, will be the principal speaker, taking the architect’s side in the subject, “What Makes a Good Building?” Other speakers will represent the general contractor, materials, and labor.

A special feature, Langius states, will be a buffet dinner in the beautiful gardens of The Grand Hotel. There will also be a cocktail party on Friday evening sponsored by the Portland Cement Association, and a dinner at which an honor will be bestowed on one of the Society’s outstanding members.

Messrs. Sedan, Ditchy and Black gave a progress report on the Soo Locks Centennial at the dinner in the Union. Mr. Sedan proposes an international architectural competition for a suitable design for this celebration which is to take place in 1955. This subject will be explored further at the Mackinac Conference.

It is emphasized that the Conference is not for architects only. All members of the building industry are invited, as well as their families and friends. While the event is an excellent opportunity for a delightful outing, there will be a good program of interesting and constructive talks and business sessions. The Board will hold its meeting at the opening of the Conference.

As in the past, it is expected that Alden Dow will be busy with his movie equipment and take some color shots of the attendants, which can be shown at later meetings.

USE THE BLANK BELOW FOR RESERVATIONS DIRECT WITH THE HOTEL.
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- Deluxe Rooms with bath, lakeview exposure, $16.00 per day per person, American Plan.
- Double Rooms with bath, lakeview, south or west exposure, $14.50 per day per person, American Plan.
- Double Rooms with bath, north or east exposure, $12.50 per day per person, American Plan.
- Single Rooms with bath, north exposure, $14.50 per day, American Plan.
- Double Rooms with lavatory, $11.00 per day, American Plan.
- Single Rooms with lavatory, $12.50 per day, American Plan.

(There is an added charge of 27¢ daily per person for sales tax)

I expect to arrive ____________________________ A.M. Name ____________________________ P.M.

I shall depart ____________________________ A.M. Address ____________________________ P.M.
GOLDFISH LIVING
By ROBERT C. RUARK

NEW YORK — The whole post-war trend in popular housing seems to have reversed the original concept of man's castle—namely, a place to come in out of the rain, where a man can beat his wife in blessed privacy.

A close inspection of the journals devoted to modern shelter will convince you that the current creed espouses the open-faced goldfish bowl, with everything but the bathroom either al fresco or sheathed in glass. It is against modern architectural law to install anything inside that can be located in the yard.

If they cannot get you out of the house into the yard, then they fetch corn now. So corn now grows in what used to be the parlor, the yard inside the house. So corn now is against modern architectural law to install anything inside that can be located in the yard.

My acquaintances are the type who feel that she has failed in her hospitality.

This kind of outdoor cuisine also breeds a type of man who is miserable unless he is wearing a chef's hat and discoursing endlessly on his special recipe for barbecue sauce.

One of these open-air pagodas may be practical for the rich man who owns a mountain, a lake or a slice of ocean-frontage on which to feast the eyes. But they are a little too all-revealing for the proprietor of the half-acre plot on which to feast the eyes. By the way, well, why build a house at all? A vacant lot and a sleeping bag are all? A vacant lot and a sleeping bag is all he needs—CHARETTE—June, 1949.

G. J. HANNIKEN, A.I.A., has opened new offices at 7338 Woodward Avenue, Detroit 2. This is just north of Grand Boulevard. The phone number (unchanged) is TRinity 1-1240. Residence telephone number is TRinity 5-6960.

DETROIT FUEL & SUPPLY CO.
Complete Builders' Supplies & Lumber
Producers of Concrete & Cinder Blocks
5675 East Davison Ave., Detroit 12
TW. 1-8669

Karlstark Brick & Tile Co.
1486 Gratiot Ave., Cadillac 1584
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CREDIT FOR PUBLISHED WORK

Many newspapers make a practice of omitting credit for a work of architecture in publishing an illustration of it, holding to the theory that such credit is a form of free advertising. Other newspapers, with a broader viewpoint, never fail to give credit under illustrations of the fine arts, whether the creator be architect, painter, sculptor or landscape architect. The Institute appreciates this broad-minded view of the work of professional men in the arts, and is continually endeavoring to impress it upon newspaper editors.

One way which is usually effective in insuring proper credit is to rubber-stamp drawings or reproductions of drawings with a notation in approximately the following language:

"This drawing, as an instrument of service, is the property of the architect, (name), and may not be reproduced without his permission and unless the reproduction carries his name as architect."

There is, of course, a surer way of compelling a credit line. An architect has only to copyright a photograph or drawing that is offered for publication. This can be accomplished for a small charge, and is immediately effective; one does not have to wait until the registration is acknowledged by the Register of Copyrights. Just mark the photograph or drawing "Copyright, 1949, by Inigo Wren, Architect" and call the attention of the publication to this protection. A printed form (readily available from the Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington 25, D.C.) is then filled out and mailed with a copy of the drawing or photograph and a $4 fee. The protection is yours from the time the material is marked. Care should be taken to mark every copy of the drawing or photograph so that none slips out without this protection—Bulletin of The American Institute of Architects.

DEtroIT CHAPTER BOARD

Elects Two Associates
Approves Proposed MSA By-laws Changes

The Board of Directors of the Detroit Chapter, The American Institute of Architects met at the office of Chapter President, David H. Williams, Jr., on the afternoon of July 6. The meeting, called at 1:00 p.m., adjourned in time for those on the Michigan Society Board to attend a meeting of that group in Ann Arbor at 4:30 p.m. the same afternoon.

Approved were applications for associate membership of Donald Monson of the Detroit City Plan Commission and Lynn L. Bunn, Jr., of the Albert Kahn office.

Proposed changes to M.S.A. By-laws, as published in the Weekly Bulletin on July 21, 1949, were approved by the Chapter Board. These proposed changes provide for nomination of officers by a committee in advance of the December meeting of the Society Board, where election takes place.

JOSEPH HUDNUT, Dean of the Graduate School of Design at Harvard University, had conferred upon him the degree of Doctor of Fine Arts at the recent Commencement exercises of the University of Michigan. His citation included the following:

"Through his ability as writer, teacher, and administrator he has profoundly influenced the trend of education everywhere in his chosen field. In making architecture responsive to modern needs and in translating function and purpose into expressive designs, he has created new forms of enduring beauty."

EDWARD X. TUTTLE, AIA, formerly in charge of the New York office of Giffels & Valley, Inc., L. Rossetti, Associated Engineers and Architects, has been elected Vice-President in charge of new business of Turner Construction Company. In his new position Mr. Tuttle will have supervision of contract negotiations in the company's four offices—New York, Boston, Chicago and Philadelphia. Mr. Tuttle, whose headquarters will be in New York, succeeds Mr. J. P. H. Perry, who continues as Vice-President and consultant on new business.

KURTZ Brick Company
COLORFUL OHIO SHALE BRICK
For Residential and Commercial Buildings
1418 W. Wyoming, HO. 2384 Detroit

Viking Sprinkler Company
Fire Protection Engineers & Contractors
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
Also a Complete Line of Pre-Action Devices
14431 31st St., Berwick 3-6804 Detroit 1

BEttER BRICK BUILDS BETTER
BUILDINGS
Perma-Color Face Brick for Beauty and Permanence
VITRIFIED SEWER PIPE GLASS BLOCK
CENTURY BRICK CO.
14500 Linwood, Detroit 21, Mich.
UNIVERSITY 1-8200

JOHN H. FREEMAN
FINISH HARDWARE
Architects Bldg. — Detroit 1
Phone Temple 1-6760
Members American Society Architectural
Hardware Consultants

EDWARD X. TUTTLE, AIA, formerly in charge of the New York office of Giffels & Valley, Inc., L. Rossetti, Associated Engineers and Architects, has been elected Vice-President in charge of new business of Turner Construction Company. In his new position Mr. Tuttle will have supervision of contract negotiations in the company's four offices—New York, Boston, Chicago and Philadelphia. Mr. Tuttle, whose headquarters will be in New York, succeeds Mr. J. P. H. Perry, who continues as Vice-President and consultant on new business.

R. D. Thayer Company
WATERPROOFING ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS
2701 Joy Road — DETROIT (6) — Tyler 6-1624
842 Hall St., S.E.—GRAND RAPIDS (7)—Ph. 5-1180

Frederic B. STEVENS INCORPORATED
FACE BRICK — GLAZED BRICK — GLAZED
AND UNGLASSED TILE — FLOOR TILE — ANTl-HYDRO
For Hardening and Waterproofing Concrete
1800 — 18th St. at Vernor Hwy. — TA. 5-0725

Nelson Company
Plumbing, Heating & Air Conditioning Supplies
WHOLESALE
Main Office and Display Room
2604 FOURTH AVE. — Phone WO 2-4160
Royal Oak — Groesse Pointe — Ann Arbor

O. W. Burke Co.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
MADISON 010

Wolverine Stone Company
NATURAL STONE FOR
ALL BUILDING PURPOSES
14290 Meyers Road — Detroit 27, Michigan
Telephone: H0garth 4295

John A. Mercier Brick Co.
Manufacturer & Distributor
Common Brick & Concrete Slag Block & Brick
QUALITY FACE BRICK
2990 Hamlin Ave. Dearborn. VI. 1-9761
Bill Cory Day

Approximately 40 Producers Council members and guests attended the Council's Honorary Member Day outing at Beach Grove Golf Club, Tecumseh, Ontario on Friday, June 24.

The outing marked the Council's second annual day of recognition of its only lifetime honorary member, William A. Cory, formerly of Otis Elevator Company.

R. B. Richardson, Spencer Turbine Company, served as Chairman of the event. He was assisted by R. G. Ogden, Aluminum Company of America; W. J. Portland, Armstrong Cork Co., and W. E. Ogden, Marsh Wall Products, Inc.

Employment in the construction industry is holding up remarkably well, accompanied by a gradual increase in the productivity of building labor, James M. Ashley, president of the Producers' Council, states.

"Analysis of figures compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows that 2,010,000 workers were employed in contract construction during May of this year, a gain of 4 per cent over April and a decline of only 2 per cent from the figure for May, 1948," Mr. Ashley said.

"Since total expenditures for new construction during May of this year were only 3 per cent less than in May, 1948, and since the trend in building costs has been slightly downward, it is evident that the physical volume of construction was somewhat greater this year and that the output of the average worker this year has been slightly higher than it was a year ago."
M.S.A. 6th Annual Mid-Summer Conference
The Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island, Aug. 4, 5, 6 & 7, 1949
Michigan Architects

We have been privileged to be associated with you in many of your triumphs.

Our Aim is to be associated with you in the shaping of a new skyline for the Greatest Place on Earth!

HARLAN ELECTRIC CO.
HALL ENGINEERING COMPANY

Electrical Contractors

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

Hall Electric Ltd.
611 Devonshire Road

Windsor, Canada

METAL BUILDINGS

ERECTORS - GENERAL CONTRACTORS

- SALES
- ERECTION
- FOUNDATIONS
- Engineering Data

- ROOFS
- SHEDS
- ADDITIONS
- REPAIRS

Up Quick - Neat - Modern
Streamline Buildings

SMITH & ANDREWS
14290 MEYERS
Detroit
TEXAS 4-4422

John A. Mercier Brick Co.
Manufacturer & Distributor

COMMON BRICK—MISSION BRICK
QUALITY FACE BRICK
SLAG CONCRETE PRODUCTS

BRICK—BLOCK—Lintels
Lighter in Weight—Lighter in Color
8x8x16 Unit—36½ Pounds

3895 Roulo Ave.
Vlnewood 1-0761
Dearborn, Michigan

MISCELLANEOUS AND ORNAMENTAL IRON

Aluminum and Bronze
Steel Stairs

ALUMINUM & ARCHITECTURAL METALS COMPANY

1974 FRANKLIN STREET

Lorain 7-6880

Detroit 7
WE EXTEND A CORDIAL INVITATION
TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS
TO VISIT OUR NEW OFFICES

JAHR AND LYMAN ASSOCIATES, Architects
STIBBARD CONSTRUCTION CO., General Contractors

AN ESTABLISHED DEALER
CARRYING A COMPLETE
LINE OF ALL
MASONRY & PLASTERING MATERIALS

Quality and Service Is Our Motto

HORN
FUEL & SUPPLY
COMPANY

MANUFACTURERS OF
CINDER CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS
SINCE 1923

CONTROLLED QUALITY
STEAM CURED
ENGINEERING  FABRICATING  PROMPT DELIVERY

You Nail To

STRAN-STEEL

For Homes, Apartments, Schools, Churches, Hospitals, Commercial Buildings, etc.

STEEL FABRICATING DIVISION

LaSalle Electric & Mill Supply Company

545 ETON ROAD  Telephone: Birmingham 2150  BIRMINGHAM, MICHIGAN

W. E. WOOD CO.

DETROIT 8 MICHIGAN

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

FORTY YEARS
OUTSTANDING CONSTRUCTION SERVICE

1909 - 1949

HENRY J. BRENNAN
PRESIDENT

W. FRANK AUSTIN
VICE PRESIDENT

LEO P. RICHARDSON
SECRETARY AND TREASURER
Program

MICHIGAN SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS
6TH ANNUAL MID-SUMMER CONFERENCE
THE GRAND HOTEL, MACKINAC ISLAND
August 4, 5, 6 and 7, 1949

THURSDAY, AUGUST 4
6:00 P.M.—Arrival of members and guests; Registration main lobby. No fee.
Pre-conference Reception—Governor's Suite—Second Floor
Board of Directors, Guests and Early Arrivals
7:00 P.M.—Dinner—Main Dining Room
9:00 P.M.—11:00 P.M. Official measuring of Grand Hotel Porch
Watching and counting ore boats

FRIDAY, AUGUST 5
8:30 A.M.—Breakfast—Main Dining Room
9:00 A.M.—4:30 P.M. Registration continued
10:00 A.M.—Open meeting of Board of Directors—Club Room
President Alden B. Dow presiding
Reports from Committees: Administration, Public and Professional Relations, Education and Research
Other business of the Board of Directors
12:30 P.M.—Luncheon—Main Dining Room
2:00 P.M.—Open Business Session—Club Room
President Alden B. Dow presiding
Welcome to Mackinac Island—Conference Chairman Adrian N. Langius
Report by President Alden B. Dow
Report on A.I.A. Convention at Houston, Texas, Kenneth C. Black, Regional Director, Great Lakes District, The American Institute of Architects
Proposed revisions to the by-laws of the Michigan Society of Architects
Other business of the Michigan Society of Architects
Round-table discussion—"Elements of a Good Building."
First Vice-President Robert B. Frantz, moderator
"Good Architects," Branson V. Gamber, F.A.I.A., member National Architectural Accrediting Board
"Good Contractors," Cameron L. Davis, President Michigan Chapter, Associated General Contractors of America
"Good Craftsmen," Andrew McFarland, President Detroit Building Trades Council
"Good Materials," J. Gardner Martin, District Engineer, Portland Cement Association
4:00 P.M.—Recreation
Dancing in the tea garden
A dip in the pool
A round of golf
Or just relaxing
6:00 P.M.—Cocktail Hour
7:00 P.M.—Banquet of the Mid-Summer Conference—Terrace Room
Roger Allen, Toastmaster (Dress optional)
Greetings from A.I.A., Clair W. Ditchy, F.A.I.A., Secretary of The American Institute of Architects
Address, "What Makes a Good Building?" Douglas Haskell, Architectural Editor, Architectural Forum
10:30 P.M.—Dancing—Terrace Room
12:00 MIDNIGHT—Snacks Again—Same Place

SATURDAY, AUGUST 6
8:30 A.M.—Breakfast—Main Dining Room
10:00 A.M.—Open Business Session—Club Room
President Alden B. Dow presiding
Reports by Special Committees
Round-Table Discussion, "New Methods and Materials of Construction," Second Vice-president Carl C. Kressbach, Moderator, William E. Ogden, President of the Producers’ Council of Michigan; Mark Attlin, President of the Detroit Builders’ and Traders’ Exchange; Fred C. Dorenbusch, President of the Grand Rapids Builders’ and Traders’ Exchange; Robert E. Dirlt, President of the Lansing Builders’ and Traders’ Exchange
12:30 P.M.—Buffet Luncheon—Tea Garden or at the Pool
2:00 P.M.—Recreation
Boating trips
Carriage rides
Dancing
Golf
Swimming
5:30 P.M.—President’s Reception—Club Room (Dress optional)
Hosts—Messrs. C. J. Kirchgessner and J. Gardiner Martin of the Portland Cement Association
7:00 P.M.—Dinner—Main Dining Room
9:30 P.M.—Square Dance of the Mid-Summer Conference—Casino
Alden and Vada Dow directing
12:00 MIDNIGHT—Snacks Again—Same Place

SUNDAY, AUGUST 7
8:30 A.M.—Breakfast for those who stayed—Main Dining Room
9:00 A.M.—First boat to Mackinaw and City and first farewells
10:15 A.M.—Second boat to Mackinaw City
12:15 P.M.—Third boat to Mackinaw City
1:50 P.M.—Lunch for those who were smart and stayed longer—Main dining Room
2:15 P.M.—Fourth boat to Mackinaw City
5:00 P.M.—Fifth boat to Mackinaw City
7:00 P.M.—Dinner for the plutocrats who don’t have to work Monday—Main Dining Room
8:00 P.M.—Last boat to Mackinaw City and final farewells ‘till the summer of 1950.

Better Brick Builds Better Buildings
PERMA-COLOR
FACE BRICK
For Beauty and Permanence
VITRIFIED SEWER PIPE GLASS BLOCK
Century Brick Co.
14900 Linwood Ave. University 1-8200
Detroit 21, Michigan

A. W. Kutsche & Co.
Building Construction
A. W. KUTSCH, President
2924 WEST GRAND BLVD.
DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN
TR. I-8410
SIXTH CONFERENCE SUCCESS IS ASSURED

More than 200 reservations have been received by The Grand Hotel on Mackinac Island for the Michigan Society of Architects Sixth Annual Midsummer Conference scheduled for August 4-7, it is reported by Mr. J. O. Woodfill, Hotel Manager.

Delegates and guests are expected to arrive on the Island on Thursday, the Conference proper will be held on Friday and Saturday, while Sunday has been set aside for departures.

Alden B. Dow, of Midland, Society President, has chosen as a theme for the Conference the subject “Elements of a Good Building,” and Adrian N. Langius, of Lansing, Conference Chairman, has secured outstanding speakers to deal with various phases of the subject.

The Conference will open with a meeting of the Board of Directors Friday morning, to which members and guests are invited to attend.

Friday afternoon Branson V. Gamber, of Detroit, member of the National Architectural Accrediting Board will speak on “A Good Architect.” Cameron L. Davis, of Kalamazoo, President of the Associated General Contractors of America, Michigan Chapter, on “Good Contractors;” J. Gardner Martin, of Lansing, District Engineer, Portland Cement Association, on “Good Materials,” and Andrew McFarland, President of the Detroit Building Trades Council, on “Good Craftsmen.”

At the Banquet Friday evening Roger Allen, of Grand Rapids, will be toastmaster and Douglas Haskell of New York the principal speaker. Mr. Haskell is the newly appointed architectural editor of The Architectural Forum. His subject will be “What Makes a Good Building?” Clair W. Ditchy, of Detroit, national secretary of The American Institute of Architects, will speak on what the A.I.A. is doing, while Kenneth C. Black, of Lansing, Great Lakes District Director of the A.I.A., will report on the last national convention.

Saturday morning an open roundtable session will be devoted to the subject of “New Methods and Materials of Construction.” Speakers will be William E. Ogden, President of the Producers Council, Inc., Detroit Chapter; Mark Atkin, President of the Detroit Builders and Traders Exchange; Fred C. Dorenbusch, President of the Grand Rapids Builders and Traders Exchange; and Robert E. Distel, President of the

(See CONFERENCE, Page 39)
Detroit Electrical Contractors Association

INTEGRATED

Chapter of National Electrical Contractors Association

MEMBERSHIP

DON BLACKBURN & CO. TR 1-2285
1007 Holden Avenue, Detroit 2, Michigan

BROOKER ELECTRIC CO. WO 1-2511
962 East Congress Street, Detroit 7, Michigan

THE JOHN H. BUSBY COMPANY CA 1681
626 Cherry Street, Detroit 1, Michigan

CAH-WELLER ENGINEERING CO. WO 2-7903
611 West Larned Street, Detroit 26, Michigan

COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING CO. TR 1-2150
1432 Holden Avenue, Detroit 8, Michigan

FIFE-PEARCE ELECTRIC CO. CA 1832
1446 Gratiot Avenue, Detroit 7, Michigan

JACK A. FROST TR 3-8030
234 Piquette Avenue, Detroit 2, Michigan

W. D. GALE, INC. TE 4-2300
7145 Tireman Avenue, Detroit 4, Michigan

GENERAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO., INC. PL 9536
3921 Beaufait Avenue, Detroit 7, Michigan

WALTER G. GRABMAN ELECTRIC LO 7-0193
1406 Field Avenue, Detroit 14, Michigan

GRAY ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC. CA 5225
627 Jones Street, Detroit 26, Michigan

HALL ENGINEERING COMPANY TR 1-8200
888 West Baltimore Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan

HAMILL ELECTRIC COMPANY TR 1-2850
2921 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit 2, Michigan

HARLAN ELECTRIC COMPANY TR 3-5600
901 W. Milwaukee, Detroit 2, Michigan

HAZEL & BUEHLER, INC. WO 1-0260
620 Murphy Building, Detroit 26, Michigan

HOWARD ELECTRIC CO. WO. 2-0550
1313 E. Congress, Detroit 7, Michigan

HYDON-BRAND CO. WO 2-2971
546 East Larned Street, Detroit 26, Michigan

KUEHNE ELECTRIC CO., INC. CA 1297
131 W. Lafayette, Detroit 26, Michigan

J. LIVINGSTON & CO. CH 6059
138 Duffield Street, Detroit 1, Michigan

LONG ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC. CH 7588
1330 Michigan Theatre Bldg., Detroit 26, Michigan

JOHN MILLER ELECTRIC CO., INC. MA 3252
711 Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan

MILLER-SELDON ELECTRIC CO. TY 4-3800
1930 McGraw, Detroit 8, Michigan

McCleary-Harmo ELECTRIC CO. WO. 2-3874
2470 Grand River Avenue, Detroit 1, Michigan

OFENSTEIN ENGINEERING CO. TO 6-3853
2580 Glendale Avenue, Detroit 6, Michigan

F. J. O'TOOLE COMPANY TR 2-6066
850 West Baltimore Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan

REID ELECTRIC COMPANY TO 8-7847
21 Gerald Avenue, Highland Park 3, Michigan

SHAW & KAUTH ELECTRIC CO. UN 1-8710
8915 Puritan, Detroit 21, Michigan

SOUTHEASTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC. WA. 1-3863
7040 Farnsworth, Detroit 11, Michigan

SPAULDING ELECTRIC CO. WO 2-6200
1350 Michigan Avenue, Detroit 26, Michigan

TRIANGLE ELECTRIC CO. TE 2-4110
80 Brady Street, Detroit 1, Michigan

TURNER ENGINEERING CO. TE 1-0470
464 Brainard Street, Detroit 1, Michigan

CARL J. SCHENNINGER, Secretary-Manager

Room 627 Hotel Book-Cadillac Detroit 31, Michigan WO. 3-5452 WO. 1-8000
THE DONALD MILLER COMPANY
WOODWARD 2-2800
PLUMBING — HEATING — AIR CONDITIONING — WELDING
INDUSTRIAL PIPING — FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS — POWER PIPING
1718 - 1720 BRUSH STREET,
DETROIT 26

W&K
STEEL
STRUCTURAL — FABRICATED — WAREHOUSE
Whitehead & Kales
58 Haltiner
Detroit 18, Mich.
VInewood 3-1100

GRAND HOTEL
Cordially Welcomes
The
Michigan Society of Architects
And Their Friends
To
AMERICA'S PREMIER SUMMER RESORT
and the
WORLD'S LARGEST SUMMER HOTEL
Mackinac Island, Michigan

W. S. WOODFILL, President
J. O. WOODFILL, Manager
MACKINAC ISLAND WILL APPEAL TO YOU, IT’S FRIENDLY SPIRIT BIDS YOU WELCOME
MORHEAT
Steel Water Tube
BOILERS
A.S.M.E. CODE NATIONAL BOARD APPROVED
For Low Pressure Economical Steam Heating and Processing
For Hot Water Heating
For High Pressure Steam in Industry
High in Efficiency—these compact units save valuable space
MORHEAT SALES CO.
LANSING 12, MICH.
DETROIT OFFICE
701 Penobscot Detroit 26, Mich. Tel. WO. 3-0717

Acorn Iron Works
Incorporated
Structural and Miscellaneous
Iron Work
9260 FREELAND
Webster 3-8672

Smith Fireproofing Co.
FIREPROOFING CONTRACTORS
GYPSUM, CLAY TILE AND CINDER BLOCK PARTITIONS
STRUCTURAL GLAZED FACING TILE PARTITIONS
PRE-CAST GYPSUM ROOFS AND CEILINGS
BEAM AND COLUMN FIREPROOFING
832 Michigan Building WOodward 1-1788
DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN

Wallace Candler, Inc.
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
ROOFING AND SHEET METAL SERVICE
9000 Roselawn
Webster 3-7544

ROHN FIREPROOFING COMPANY
3000 GRAND RIVER AVENUE, DETROIT 1, MICHIGAN
COMPLETE ESTIMATING AND ERECTION SERVICES OF
POURED AND PRECAST GYPSUM ROOF DECKS
AND ZONOLITE ROOF INSULATION
All Types of Masonry Partitions
Temple 1-6122

GYPSUM ROOF DECKS
Fireproof Light Weight Insulating
FURNISHED AND INSTALLED BY
HOGE-WARREN-ZIMMERMANN CO.
E. C. Hoge - J. H. Hoge
1426 Clay Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
A. W. Warren
111 West Washington
Chicago, Illinois
John S. M. Zimmermann
439 Penobscot Building
Detroit, Michigan
Private Architects Versus Bureaus

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following letter was written on October 15, 1948 by Mr. David H. Williams, Jr., then Chairman of the Committee on Public Relations, Detroit Chapter, A.I.A.

Mr. Williams, now President of the Detroit Chapter, believes that there is no subject of more importance to the architects of Michigan and he suggests it as a topic of discussion at the Mackinac Conference.

Eugene I. Van Antwerp, Mayor
City of Detroit
City Hall
Detroit 26, Mich.
Honorable Sir:

In connection with your suggestion at our recent conference relative to the City performing architectural work under the direction of the City Engineer's Office, and, as Chairman of the Committee on Public Relations for The American Institute of Architects, Detroit Chapter, I have been instructed by the Board of Directors and our Committee to write you as follows:

During the war the architectural profession was called upon to design an immense amount of government construction, and, according to the representatives of the government departments, the work was well and expeditiously performed, the government designing departments being able to do only a small amount of work. Many architectural and engineering offices have been built up in Detroit with well-equipped staffs and are large tax payers in the City of Detroit.

The creation by Mayor Jeffries and his City Engineer of a municipal architectural office has largely removed the prospect of future work for individual local practicing architects and engineers. It is understood that this city office has been planning work far in advance of what it will do only a small amount of work. Many architectural and engineering offices have been built up in Detroit with well-equipped staffs and are large tax payers in the City of Detroit.

The employment of individual practicing architects and engineers brings new life and vitality to the design of civic buildings. The Registration Law requires that registered architects and engineers be responsible for the design of public buildings. This requirement has been met, we believe, in letter but not in principle, as you have employed architects and engineers who are registered, but the intent was that the principals of the offices of individual practitioners should be registered so that the responsibility could be properly placed.

We, therefore, believe in the interest of economy, better design, and the cutting down of annual expenditures by the city, it would be to the City's interest to award the work from time to time, as required, to individual practicing architects. This method would allow you to get the work out rapidly without carrying a large staff, which at times would not be productive.

In closing, we would like to call your attention to the practice of large industrial concerns which have at various times established large architectural offices and have given them up for economical reasons, as they have found that the work can be done more quickly and cheaper by individual practitioners, and have reduced their architectural and engineering offices to mere skeletons to only carry on the work in connection with maintenance. Examples of these are Ford Motor Company, General Motors, etc. This has also been the practice of the City Engineer's Office previous to the administration of Edward Jeffries.

Thanking you for your consideration and trusting that you will investigate this matter, we remain

Respectfully yours,

The American Institute of Architects, Detroit Chapter, Public Relations Committee: Andrew R. Morison, C. William Palmer, Aloys Frank Herman, David H. Williams, Jr., Chairman.
CHRYSLER AIRTEMP

CHRYSLER AIRTEMP

CHARLES R. BELTZ & COMPANY

DEPENDABLE

Heating - Cooling and Air Conditioning
Trion Electric Air Filters

11029 WHITTIER

DETOUR 24

CONCRETE STEEL
FIREPROOFING CO.

Steel Building Products

1322 Michigan Building Detroit 26, Michigan

WOODWARD 1-6146

GRAND RAPIDS SASH & DOOR CO.

WHOLESALE ONLY

GRAND RAPIDS LANSING KALAMAZOO TRAVERSE CITY

WA. 1-0679 WA. 1-6946

RUSSELL PLASTERING CO.

3584 FARNSWORTH AVE.

DETOUR 11, MICHIGAN

The BEST
Membrane
Waterproofing IS
RUBBERSEAL
COPPER

(2, 3, 5, 7 oz. copper per sq. ft.)

UNDER SILLS

Made by MITCHELL-RAND MFG. CORP., N.Y.C.
Represented in Michigan by

HUNTER & COMPANY

Trinity 5-3395 DETROIT 2, MICH.

2842 W. GRAND BLVD.

HANNA, ZABRISKIE AND DARON

GUNITE for

• WALLS, EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR
• STEEL FIREPROOFING AND PROTECTION
• COAL BUNKER AND RESERVOIR LINING
• STACK AND BREECHING LINING

• REFRACTORY AND INSULATING COATINGS
• RESERVOIR AND DAM RESTORATION
• STRENGTHENING AND RESTORING EXISTING CONCRETE STRUCTURES

6425 Tireman Ave. DETROIT 4, MICHIGAN

TEXAS 4-0070
Michigan’s Soo Locks Centennial

Report of Society’s Representatives to be Heard at Mackinac Meeting

Adrian N. Langius, Chairman, Kenneth C. Black and Clair W. Ditchy, constituting the Michigan Society of Architects Committee on the Soo Locks Centennial, will present an interim report on the activities of that Committee at the Society’s Sixth Annual Mid-Summer Conference at The Grand Hotel on Mackinac Island, August 5 and 6.

Mr. Carl G. Sedan, of the Detroit Convention and Tourist Bureau, is Secretary of the Commission, preparing for the celebration of the one hundredth anniversary of the opening of the Soo Locks. The Society will cooperate in preparing a program for an international architectural competition for a suitable theme for the celebration. Cash prizes will be offered and the competition will be well in advance of the event which is to take place in 1955.

The benefits to not only Northern Michigan but to the entire state and the nation will result from focusing attention on this important area which is fast coming into its own. The Dominion of Canada has agreed to cooperate and, through joint effort, an international peace movement could well result. Moreover, this will be an excellent opportunity to further the St. Lawrence Waterway idea.

On August 2 and 3, 1905, the State of Michigan celebrated the Semi-Centennial of the opening of the Saint Marys Falls Canal, in a most fitting effort, an international architectural competition for a suitable theme for the celebration. Cash prizes will be offered and the competition will be well in advance of the event which is to take place in 1955.

The benefits to not only Northern Michigan but to the entire state and the nation will result from focusing attention on this important area which is fast coming into its own. The Dominion of Canada has agreed to cooperate and, through joint effort, an international peace movement could well result. Moreover, this will be an excellent opportunity to further the St. Lawrence Waterway idea.

On August 2 and 3, 1905, the State of Michigan celebrated the Semi-Centennial of the opening of the Saint Marys Falls Canal, at Sault Sainte Marie, Michigan. A handsome book of over 300 pages entitled “The Saint Marys Falls Canal” was published in the nature of a report. It was edited and compiled by Mr. Charles Moore.

To promote the 100th anniversary of the opening of the Soo Locks, last June Honorable Kim Sigler, then Governor of Michigan, signed a bill (State Enrolled Act. No. 143) creating a Commission to be known as the Soo Centennial Celebration Commission, consisting of nine members. The Commission, since appointed, consists of George A. Osborn, Editor and Publisher of the Detroit News, Chairman; Russell J. Boyle, Editor and President of the Michigan Chamber of Commerce, Vice-Chairman; Carl G. Sedan of the Detroit Convention and Tourist Bureau, Secretary; George Allman, Executive Secretary of the Michigan Press Association; Lewis Beeson, Secretary of the Michigan Historical Commission; former Senator Prentiss M. Brown, of St. Ignace; Victor A. Knox, of Chippewa County and Sault Ste. Marie; Senator James T. Milliken, Traverse City, and Charles F. Platz, Vice-President of the Bradley Transport Company, Rogers City.

On June 15, 1949 Bill No. H. R. 5188 was introduced before the 81st Congress of the United States “to provide for the preparation of a plan for the celebration of the one hundredth anniversary of the building of the Soo Locks.”

From now until 1955, every effort possible will be directed by the Commission toward the success of this important celebration. This great event will bring before the people of the entire nation, and far beyond, the world’s greatest waterway. Thousands of visitors will see the wonders of this mighty project which connects the St. Marys River with Lake Superior.

There is nothing else the people of Michigan could do to bring more appeal to those from without our borders than to put on display our great resources in connection with this gigantic and complex waterway. It is truly one of the wonders of the world.

The Panama Canal receives a great deal of publicity. It has sixty miles of waterway from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean, but to get to this remote location it is necessary to travel hundreds of miles to see only a part of the canal. When it is seen the temperature is such that the spectator cannot enjoy it in comfort. On the other hand, the visitor to the Soo Locks can see the entire marvelous operation from a number of vantage points and in the cool refreshing breezes of the Lakes.

The St. Marys Falls Canal carrying 110,000,000 tons of freight, in 23,000 ships a year, has a volume of nearly twice that of the Panama, Suez, Manchester and Welland Canals combined. This is true even though our canal is open only eight months of the year, while Panama and Suez operate the year around.

From mid-April, when the Great Lakes season opens, until mid-December a mighty procession of marine commerce, unequalled anywhere else in the world, goes through the four American locks and the Canadian lock of the canal. Long, low-slung freighters move in close formation twenty-four

Mr. Sedan, of the Detroit Convention and Tourist Bureau, is Secretary of the Soo Locks Centennial Celebration, for 1955. The architectural competition will be directed by MSA’s Langius, Black, Ditchy, Hughes.

This article contains good background information for those architects who, later, may want to enter the Soo Locks Centennial Architectural Competition.


Because of the low rates of water transportation on the lakes, farmers of the prairies of the United States and Canada have been able to hold their own with other grain-producing countries, despite the fact that they are several thousand miles farther from the seaboard. In the same way, low freight rates on raw materials have helped make it possible for the two countries to undersell competitors on manufactured goods, despite higher labor and production costs.

The uninterrupted flow of commerce is possible only because of the St. Marys Falls Canal and the locks at the two Soos nullify the rapids. By means of water gates and intricate control mechanisms, water levels between Lake Superior and Lake Huron are equalized in a matter of minutes, and big freighters are raised or lowered like toy boats.

When a long ore-carrier, down-bound from Lake Superior, eases into a lock chamber, the giant gates on the Lake Superior side close, leaving her in a closed rectangle. Millions of gallons of swirling water flow out, lowering the

(Continued on Page 31)
Kimbrough Towers, a 96-family apartment building in Memphis, Tenn., was designed by H. M. Burnham, architect, and H. B. Hulsey, associate architect; Gardner & Howe, structural engineers; S. & W. Construction Co., contractors (all of Memphis).

Reinforced Concrete Walls and Floors for Better Buildings

Acting as diaphragms, the reinforced concrete walls and floors of Kimbrough Towers in Memphis, Tenn., give a high degree of rigidity to resist static and dynamic loads.

A big advantage of reinforced concrete construction is that the structural walls may be left exposed, as was done in this building, to create an attractive architectural appearance. That is one of the reasons why architectural concrete meets every essential requirement, including firesafety, attractive appearance and economy for apartment buildings, hotels, schools or hospitals.

Our technical staff will gladly cooperate with engineers or architects in obtaining maximum structural advantages of concrete for apartment buildings or other concrete projects.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

Olds Tower Bldg., Lansing 8, Mich.

A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete... through scientific research and engineering field work
The Grand Hotel Reflects Our Colonial Tradition
In a World Apart, On a Quaint Island Retreat
It's The Best That Michigan Has To Offer

The Michigan Society of Architects Sixth Annual Mid-Summer Conference at The Grand Hotel on Mackinac Island offers architects from far and near, as well as others in the building industry, an opportunity to bring their families and friends to one of the most delightful vacation resorts, with just enough business, including talks by outstanding speakers.

Few places in all the world have so much natural beauty or so romantic a history as Mackinac Island, where the Michigan Society of Architects will hold its Sixth Annual Mid-Summer Conference, August 4, 5, 6 and 7, 1949.

Red men called it "The Place of the Great Dancing Spirits." They held it to be the loveliest spot in creation—the place where the Manitou had chosen to dwell. Men of other races have been equally susceptible to the Island's magic. Artists, writers and world travelers have found its beauty unsurpassed on any continent.

White men first established themselves permanently on Mackinac Island in 1779, when the British, then fighting to suppress the American Revolution, began the construction of the stronghold now known as Old Fort Mackinac. They completed it in 1780 and occupied it in May, 1781. It was not until 1796 that they turned it over to the Americans.

In 1812, before the American garrison was notified of the outbreak of war, a force of British and Indians landed at night on the far side of the Island and placed a cannon on the height above and behind Old Fort Mackinac. Surprised and hopelessly outnumbered, the Americans surrendered without firing a shot. Two years later a force of Americans landed on the Island but was driven off. After the close of the war the fort again was turned over to the Americans.

The fur trade reached its zenith during the 20 years that followed. Mackinac Island was headquarters for John Jacob Astor's American Fur Company, which dominated fur trading throughout a vast area. In early summer the streets were thronged with gaily clad traders, trappers and canoe men. Indian tepees lined the beach.

Old Fort Mackinac remained a military post until 1885, when the fort itself and all the government's extensive holdings of land on Mackinac Island were turned over to the State of Michigan as a State Park.

Mackinac Island contains 2,221 acres, of which about 1,700 constitute the Mackinac Island State Park. The Park includes Old Fort Mackinac with its 35 buildings, its stone fortifications and its spike-topped log stockade; Fort Holmes (which the British built in 1812 after capturing the Island), the Summer Residence of the Governor of Michigan, and the sites of many imposing "cottages" that line the bluffs. Owners of these residences have leased the sites from the State. Many other summer homes stand on privately owned land. The Grand Hotel grounds and most of the land occupied by the "village" (the community really is a city) also are privately owned.

Senator Francis B. Stockbridge, pioneer State Street merchant of Chicago, was the first to undertake promotion of the hotel, but his plans did not meet the high demands of Senator Stockbridge. Others followed with unimpressive plans, but the Senator turned them down. He wanted a big hotel.

John Oliver Plank was the country's leading resort operator at that time. He was operating three fashionable hotels in New England. His friend George Pullman urged him to undertake the Mackinac venture. Mr. Plank became interested and in 1887 he promoted and built the Grand Hotel. He was a large stockholder, lessee and general manager until he sold his interests in 1890.

Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt was the first president of the hotel company. Stockholders included high officials of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, the New York Central Railroad Company, and the Detroit and Cleveland Navigation Company.

Some of the stockholders desired that the hotel be named "Hotel Vanderbilt." Others wanted an Indian name. Some thought Mr. Plank's name should be used. It was finally decided that Chauncey Depew should be delegated to select a name.

He decided upon Grand Hotel but stipulated that as long as Mr. Plank managed it, he might advertise it as "Plank's" Grand Hotel.

The hotel opened on July 10, 1887. Mr. Depew presided as toastmaster at the opening dinner. Among the guests...
Telephones will have a voice in future alterations, too

With business and industry dependent on telephone service, an eye to the future is worth while in designing today's commercial buildings. As business needs change, building alterations become necessary. And telephone locations change with them.

Adequate raceways for telephone wires under floors and in walls permit moving telephones anywhere, anytime, without tearing up flooring or plaster. Their small added cost is more than made up by the savings they can offer later on.

We shall be glad to co-operate in planning facilities for telephone wiring. In Detroit, call WOodward 3-9900, Extension 2624, and ask to have a telephone engineer visit your office. Elsewhere, call the local telephone business office.

MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY

Not on your payroll But — working for you!

In the great Pittsburgh Laboratories trained Glass and Paint engineers — hand-picked technicians — scientists — are working day in and day out for the architect who specifies Pittsburgh Glass and Paint Products.

When you specify Pittsburgh you will be sure of quality, beauty and protection that will endure through the years to come.

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
DETROIT, GRAND RAPIDS — SAGINAW
Situated on a high elevation, with a great porch and colonnade two blocks long, Grand Hotel looks down upon the gardens, swimming pool and recreation grounds, commanding a majestic view of the Straits of Mackinac. Here one may live graciously and delightfully during the summer months enjoying the famed Mackinac air, purest in the world. Two golf courses, dancing, concerts and sports provide entertainment and recreation.

The hotel is spacious and its grounds extensive. Service is kept at highest standards. One may rest or play, partake or be a spectator in the many hotel activities.

In 1885, the public-spirited Senator Stockbridge wished to see the hotel enlarged but the majority-stockholders opposed such plans at that time. The Senator had already interested his brother-in-law James J. Hill in building two great steamships, the Northland and Northwest, for connecting transcontinental traffic at Buffalo with the Hill railroads at Duluth, the steamers stopping en route at Mackinac Island. When the hotel company refused to enlarge its property, Senator Stockbridge interested Mr. Hill in a plan to buy from the government the site of Fort Holmes on the high plateau in the interior of the Island and erect there another large hotel. Mr. Hill agreed to the plan and between them they made every effort to secure the land from the United States government but they were unsuccessful. Instead the government turned over all of their Mackinac property to the State of Michigan with the understanding that it would be preserved as a State Park. Shortly after that the Grand Hotel did proceed with additions to the hotel, and the Senator and Mr. Hill made no further effort of this kind.

The cedar grove in front of the hotel is a natural growth. These trees were not planted but began their development naturally about 1880. For one hundred years prior to that the site of the grove was used for cleaning fish by local fishermen who dug a shallow depression in the tile top soil that gave root to this present luxurious growth of cedar.

The original hotel structure was approximately one-half its present size. Additions were built in 1897 and 1912. The entire property was remodeled and enlarged in 1919. The records show that from 1925 to 1937, over $600,000.00 was expended for improvements.

The hotel grounds comprise 500 acres. Adjoining is the 1,600 acres of the Mackinac Island State Park. The buildings are approximately 5,000,000 cubic feet in size. It is the largest summer hotel in the world.

The main building is 880 feet in length. The front porch is the longest in the world. Robert Ripley pictured this longest porch in his "Believe It or Not" cartoon on August 27, 1936. The porch is exactly 100 feet above the lake level.

The automatic sprinkler system was installed in 1928 at a cost of $104,000.00. It is the largest fire-protective apparatus ever built. Nine carloads of pipe were used in its construction. The insurance rate was reduced to one tenth of the former rate by installation of this equipment. The National Fire Protection Association has maintained a complete record of fires in this country for the past twenty-five years. Their record shows where sprinkler equipment has been used such as is maintained here, every fire has been promptly extinguished. The record shows 100% safety from fire for buildings like the Grand Hotel of today. The record is less favorable in case of so-called fireproof hotels without this sprinkler protection.

There are 30,000 yards of carpet in the main building. From the east end of the main dining room to the west end of the lobby floor corridor extends the longest piece of carpet ever made. It is two blocks in length. Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Company, who made this carpet, have carried national advertising in leading publications describing and picturing this longest carpet.

Mr. Plank as lessee and manager operated the hotel from its inception in 1887 until 1912. In 1911 to Frank Nagle of St. Louis and Charles J. Holdener, a prominent Michigan hotel man, leased the hotel from 1890 to 1900. Henry Weaver of St. Louis leased and operated the property from 1900 to 1910 and in that period acquired a controlling stock interest from the railroads. He sold his interest in 1911 to Frank Nagle of St. Louis and Charles J. Holdener. In 1919 J. Logan Ballard of French Lick bought the house in 1918. A new organization took over the property in 1923, comprised of Joseph L. Ballard, Eugene J. La Chance and W. Stewart Woodfill. In 1929 Mr. Woodfill sold his
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TEmple 1-0470
454 Brainard Street
DETROIT 1, MICHIGAN

Electrical Construction
and several smaller storerooms, there are forty-seven feet in length. Seven ranges serve in this department. The ranges are used- There is a bake shop, ice cream plant, food service and entertainment for its guests. Inexpensive music and entertainment has been suggested. Many other savings could be effected, but if these things were done this would not be the Great Hotel and this institution, just as it has always been in the past, is dedicated to the very best possible service and entertainment for its guests. With respect to the dining room it is interesting to note that absolutely no cold storage meats or poultry are used.

Fresh-caught fish from the Straits of Mackinac is purchased every day. Strictly fresh vegetables are served, no canned goods being used whatsoever. The hotel makes its own ice cream and sherbets using only fresh fruits and pure ice cream. The hotel bakery prepares all of the bread, rolls and pastry used in the establishment.

The menus list an unusually elaborate assortment of food and very generous portions of each dish is served. It is the rule that guests may have more than one portion of any item if desired. The menus offer the most extensive American-Plan service to be found anywhere.

Back-stage or behind the scenes a great miscellany of equipment, machinery and service is maintained with a large staff of employees in charge.

The kitchen is two and one-half stories high. Fifty cooks and employees serve in this department. The ranges are forty-seven feet in length. Seven walk-in coolers and sixteen large ice boxes are used. There is a bake shop, butcher shop, ice cream plant, food storeroom and numerous pantries.

In addition to the food storerooms, there is a large general storeroom for household supplies, a linen room, wine cellar, uniform room, baggage room, printing shop and china room.

Five large dining rooms are operated for the service of employee meals. There are several buildings for housing the four hundred employees. In addition there is the Superintendent's residence, stables for fifty horses with numerous carriages and wagons, tool house, heating plant, electric plant, ice house, refrigerating plant, machine and tool shop, wood-working shop, paint shop and the club house which is provided for the entertainment of employees.

On the ground floor is the hotel laundry with twenty-five employees turning out 7,500 pieces of laundry every day. Adjacent is the tailor shop which provides pressing and dry cleaning service.

Eight offices are required within the hotel for members of the staff and executive offices are maintained the year around in Chicago.

Several maintenance employees are retained at the hotel throughout the winter months. One hundred employees are in service six to eight weeks before the opening and a similar number for several weeks after the close of the season. During the summer the number of employees extends up to 412 men and women. Approximately 1,200 meals a day are served to employees alone. From 1,500 to 2,500 meals are served daily to guests.

Some of the average food supplies used daily include 1,500 pounds of meat, 50 bushels of fruit and vegetables and 250 pounds of butter. From $1,000 to $1,500 of food is used daily.

Because of the large quantities of provisions required, it is necessary to purchase most of the supplies in Detroit and Chicago. The supplies are shipped to the Island generally by steamer, sometimes by rail. Shipping costs average $90.00 a day.

The payroll averages $1,200.00 a day. The cost for musicians and entertainers is $225 a day. Taxes pro-rated through the season amount to $200 a day. The total cost of operation averages about $3,500 a day.

The hotel is closed for 81% of the year. The average normal season is only 70 days, probably the shortest of any resort hotels. It is apparent that a large property open for so short a period should necessarily charge more for its services than the rates charged by similar hotels in the cities, or the rates charged at similar resorts where there is a longer season.

One may also appreciate the difficulty of engaging 400 employees to come 350 to 800 miles north for work which lasts only two months of the year. The employees are largely recruited in Detroit, French Lick and Chicago. During the two short months of service the employees must become trained to their duties and adjust themselves to the particular routine and standards of this institution. If there should be occasional mishaps in the service, one should consider the peculiar difficulties of operating with so large a staff and for so short a period.

The parlors and rooms of this revered hotel have felt the tread of many illustrious and great men. Each year brings new, distinguished guests. President Franklin D. Roosevelt selected the presidential suite of the Grand Ho-
Before Relighting — Students struggle against uneven light and harsh shadows, plus desk-top glare. Result: Poor seeing conditions with possible eyestrain.

After Relighting — It’s easy to study under modern lighting installed at St. Joseph’s School, Detroit, by Dueweke-Hechinger Electric Company. Note even illumination, absence of glare from light-finished desks. Germ-killing lamps on side wall complete this modern schoolroom.

If you are planning a school building or remodeling program, lighting deserves careful consideration. Make sure the lighting keeps pace with modern text books and modern teaching methods. Planned lighting may be reflected in better grades.

A Detroit Edison Lighting Specialist will gladly assist you in planning the most efficient and economical lighting for your classrooms. Simply call WOodward 2-2100 or write Detroit Edison, Detroit 26. Your request will be answered promptly and without obligation.

The DETROIT EDISON Co.
tel for an international conference with the Premier of Canada. Twice within recent years the governors of the United States have assembled here. Present-day guests include men and women highly prominent in the nation's business and public life.

Among departed guests who should be especially commemorated are President Grover Cleveland, President Theodore Roosevelt and President William Howard Taft. Vice-President Warren Fairbanks and Vice-President Thomas R. Marshall spent many summers here, as did Speaker Joseph Cannon. Speaker Henry T. Rainey last visited the hotel only a month before his death in 1934. General Leonard Wood and his staff made this their headquarters during the summer of 1920 when he was a presidential candidate. General Lewis Seagood was a regular visitor. Dr. John B. Murphy called this his summer home and suffered here his last illness. The lovable Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) found much enjoyment in his many visits and wrote at length of the hotel in his memoirs. One could continue with many, many names but the following is a roster of a few outstanding guests who made history in the world of business and whose loyalty and love for Mackinac never wavered — Julius Rosenwald, Ogden Armour, William Waldorf Astor, Marshall Field, Potter Palmer, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Gurdon S. Hubbard, George Pullman, Chauncey Depew, James J. Hill and George Eastman.

Mackinac Island, situated in the Straits of Mackinac which connect Lake Michigan and Lake Huron, lays claim to being one of the finest summer resorts in the country. There is a great natural beauty on the island and its historic past and legendary lore make it an ideal convention site. Trails for hikers and carriages for the less eager make the tiny island retreat available to all convention goers.

The focal point is the Grand Hotel which is indeed befitting of its name. It is one of the famous summer hotels of the country, situated on a high elevation facing the Straits. There are four stories to the Hotel and every room is an outside one with views of either the lake and bluffs or the gardens. Electric elevators and a telephone in each room make them accessible and communication perfect. From its famous great porch and colonnade, two blocks long, may be viewed the beautiful gardens, swimming pool and recreation grounds. Every comfort is available within the hotel proper and the village offers many shops in which to browse. The Casino will be the scene of the convention sessions and the Terrace Room will be a favorite, for here will be informal dancing and entertainment during the week. There is a colorful sports club house with its snack bar where the golfer may relax. The odd-shaped swimming pool has a new sandy beach.

In fact, the Grand Hotel and its staff offer every modern convenience for comfort and entertainment which will combine to make a perfect convention week.

Grand Hotel affords recreation of all kinds on its estate of five hundred acres. There is swimming or sun bathing, at the pool or on the beach, two golf courses, saddle horses, tennis, badminton, volley ball, soft ball, shuffleboard and other games. Every evening there is a concert in the main parlors, cards, games and other entertainment. There is dancing every afternoon at tea in the garden and in the Terrace Room at night.

Bicycles, rolling chairs and carriages continue as always to provide local transportation. No automobiles are permitted on the island. The fishing waters at nearby Les Cheneaux afford the best of that sport in Michigan.

Mackinac is known the world over as a health resort and playground. Its cool, clear summer atmosphere, at sea level altitude, is frequently prescribed for those suffering with respiratory and circulatory afflictions. The Government has recognized Mackinac as having the purest air in the world, situated as it is at the hub of the Great Lakes without land breezes. The balsam laden air, with the high actinic rays of the Northern sun, makes every breath a tonic at Mackinac. Historic and ancient landmarks give the island a charm unique among resorts.
"So That's How You Do It!"

In the past 26 years, how many times have you said this to a HARTY representative when he told you the HARTY way of doing it?

When you want to know the latest and best ways of doing a door job, call TOWNSEND 8-6990, and we will get a man out to show you the HARTY way.

Where Dependability Is Paramount, Specify Harty Doors

R. V. HARTY COMPANY, INCORPORATED
1433 SLOMAN AVENUE
DETROIT 11, MICHIGAN
TOWNSEND 8-6990

L. L. McConachie Co.

HEATING

AIR CONDITIONING

PLUMBING

2240 MT. ELLIOTT AVE.
DETROIT 7
LORAIN 7-2458

GAS is best

98 YEARS of Public Service
Michigan Society of Architects
Membership Roster — By Localities

Membership in the Michigan Society of Architects is composed of corporate members of The American Institute of Architects, through the three Michigan Chapters (Detroit 398, Saginaw Valley 20, Western Michigan 80, and Non-Resident members 16. Total 514.

**ADRIAN**

- Faulhaber, Francis A.
- 128 E. Maumee

- Dean, Frank E.
- Herrick, Fred J.
- 810 Maple St.

- Aitken, Robert J.
- Albano, Joseph F.
- 1030 E. Huron

- Anika, Walter T.
- 617 S. Forest

- Bennett, Wells L.
- 500 Highland Rd.

- Brigham, George B.
- 517 Oxford Rd.

- Carson, Frank S.
- 309 Virginia

- Colvin, F. Huston
- 2010 Longshore Dr.

- Eastman, Raye C.
- 233 Crest Ave.

- Fry, Lynn W.
- 1206 Orkney Dr.

- Hammett, Ralph W.
- 1423 Pontiac Rd.

- Kasurin, Paul
- 303 State Savings Bank Bldg.

- Ketelhut, Paul J.
- 1000 Packard St.

- Lorch, Emil
- 1023 Forest Ave.

- Lacy, Joseph N.
- 120 N. 4th St.

- Denyes, Harry M.
- Armor, William R.
- Cranbrook Architectural Office

- Armbrut, Edward E.
- 1184 Edgewood

- Frost, Wallace
- 277 N. Bates

- Hughes, James Bennett
- 187 S. Woodward

- Kern, Nathaniel C.
- 195 Cranbrook Cross Rd.

- Keyes, Hugh T.
- 309 Wabik Rd.

- Platte, Joseph W.
- 2219 Yorkshire Rd.

- Schuman, John
- 1646 Northlawn Dr.

- Wright, Clifford N.
- 1758 Holland

- Yamasaki, Minoru
- 3077 Livernois, Rte. No. 4

**ALBION**

- McConkey, George M.
- 2631 Whitewood, Pittsfield Village

- Noble, Charles
- Municipal Court Bldg.

- O'Dell, Frederick C.
- 1103 Berkshire Rd.

- Rasein, Richard F.
- 910 Rose Ave.

- Robinson, Richard M.
- 2620 Whitewood, Pittsfield Village

- Schwenkmeier, Carl H.
- 2261 Pittsfield Blvd.

- Smith, Lian Charles
- 2322 Fernwood

- Taylor, Samuel H.
- 308 S. State St.

- Wodsworth, W. L.
- 500 Packard St.

- Woodbridge, Walter V.
- R.F.D., No. 1, 221 Barton Shores

- BATTLE CREEK

- Binda, Guido A.
- 510 Post Bldg.

- Burgess, John H.
- 205 6 Eagen-Cleary Bldg.

- Chanell, Adelbert B.
- 19 Mio Wood Dr.

- Haughey, Phillip C.
- 510 W. Chestnut

- Matych, L. Jack
- 3017 Dickman Rd.

- Saruina, Lewis E.
- 258 Champion St.

- Snyder, Leon, Jr.
- 715 - 19 Michigan

- National Bank Bldg.

- BAY CITY

- Brysselboul, Paul A.
- 100 3 1/2 N. Washington Ave.

- Goddeye, Joseph C.
- 417 Bay City Bank Bldg.

- Van Dongen, Hubert W.
- 190 Michigan

- Watson, V. S.
- R.F.D. No. 2

- BIRMINGHAM

- Aubrey, Banquer M.
- 29835 Woodland Dr.

- Baines, Harry S.
- R.F.D. No. 5

- Bisell, Edward E.
- Rte. No. 1

- Frost, Wallace
- 1184 Edgewood

- Hughes, James Bennett
- 277 N. Bates

- Korn, Nathaniel C.
- 195 Cranbrook Cross Rd.

- Keyes, Hugh T.
- 309 Wabik Rd.

- Platner, Joseph W.
- 2219 Yorkshire Rd.

- Schuman, John
- 1646 Northlawn Dr.

- Wright, Clifford N.
- 1758 Holland

- Yamasaki, Minoru
- 3077 Livernois, Rte. No. 4

- BLOOMFIELD HILLS

- Armbrut, William R.
- Cranbrook Architectural Office

- Denyes, Harry M.
- % Swanson Associates

- Lacy, Joseph N.
- P. O. Box 270

- Saarinen, Eliel
- W. Long Lake Rd.

- Saarinen, Anto
- W. Long Lake Rd.

- Swanson, J. Robert F.
- W. Long Lake Road

- Musch, Max A.
- 4533 Fisher Dr., Round Lake

- **CLINTON**

- Gould, Nathaniel O.
- State Savings Bank Bldg.

- Anderson, Donald C.
- 4900 Palmer

- Bennett, L. R.
- 15624 Michigan Ave.

- Clark, Erroll R.
- 5511 Argyle

- Davis, Stanley J.
- 2150 Elmdale

- Jahn, Thurston R.
- 21904 Michigan Ave.

- Kissinger, Stewart S.
- 22040 Watsonia

- Macgregor, Alexander
- 23919 Michigan Ave.

- Owen, Shirley L.
- 22441 Law Ave.

- Pine, Harold E.
- 412 Calvin Theatre Bldg.

- Simpson, Lewis W.
- 22120 Edson

- Steffens, J. H. Gustav Dearborn Hotel, 6116 Calhoun

- Straight, Eugene D.
- 15624 Michigan Ave.

- Vicary, Harry C.
- 22148 Michigan Ave.

- **DEARBORN**

- Abraham, Samuel F.
- 165 California St. (3)

- Abrahamse, Pieter
- 21845 Bennett St. (19)

- Abrams, Henry J.
- 16012 Fairfield Ave. (21)

- Agree, Allan G.
- 19564 Lauder St. (19)

- Aguiles, Charles N.
- 1140 Book Bldg. (26)

- Akitt, W. Roy
- Detroit Athletic Club

- Altmik, Harry F.
- 2341 Madison Ave. (26)

- Anderson, Werner B.
- 345 New Center Bldg. (2)

- Askew, Lyall A.
- 11700 Coyle Ave. (27)

- Bagley, Alfred J.
- 20431 Danbury (3)

- Baley, Edward D.
- 116 Penny (3)

- Barcus, Frank A.
- 9075 Pinehurst (4)

- Barnes, C. F. J.
- 3774 Gladstone (6)

- Basso, Victor J.
- 18326 Woodward Ave. (3)

- Bauer, Leo M.
- 534 Free Press Bldg. (26)

- Bell, D. Carlton
- 14200 Woodward Rd. (27)

- Bennett, M. Fred
- 23206 Tireman (23)

- Bergey, Arthur I.
- 832 Pearson, Farmdale (20)

- Berndt, Walter A.
- 5550 Beverly (4)

- Bery, George J.
- 24050 Roanoke Rd., Farmdale (26)

- Bingman, Robert E.
- 1060 Wisconsin (21)

- Blair, John O.
- 17006 Maumee, Grossie Pointe (30)

- Blakeslee, L. Robert
- 18218 Stoepl (21)

- Blume, Louis J.
- 345 New Center Bldg. (2)

- Boardman, Charles E.
- 2025 Lennon, Grossie Pointe (30)

- Bragg, Stanley
- 391 W. Maplelawn Ave.

- Breen, Philip
- 1314 Michigan Bldg. (26)

- Broecker, Erwin L.
- 1438 Majestic Bldg. (26)

- Brown, H. Sanborn
- 83 Meadow Lane, Grossie Pointe Farms (30)

- Burrowes, Marcus R.
- 415 Brainard St. (1)

- Calder, Ralph R.
- 1212 Kales Bldg. (26)

- Calder, Robert F.
- 16100 Greenlaw (21)

- Caldwell, Lawrence E.
- 13060 Stoepel (4)

- Chesnok, Louis
- 14000 Strahtmoor (27)

- Clapp, John E.
- 3400 Bernard (14)

- Cole, Lyle S.
- 4966 Ivanhoe (4)

- Confer, Earl L.
- 7376 Grand River Ave. (4)

- Coghill, Norman H.
- 3400 Bernard (14)

- Cousins, J. Lester
- 490 Griswold St. (26)

- Cowin, Julian R.
- 155 E. Elisabeth St. (1)

- Cox, Cyril F.
- 11-135 General Motors Bldg. (26)

- Cox, Frank E.
- 1944 Mouton (8)

- Creaser, William H.
- 1601 Washington Boulevard

- Bldg. (26)

- Cronin, John T.
- 345 New Center Bldg. (2)

- Cross, John K.
- 153 E. Elisabeth St. (1)

- Day, Clarence E.
- 153 E. Elisabeth St. (1)

- Derrick, Robert O.
- 515 Hammond Bldg. (26)

- Des Rosiers, Arthur
- 15850 James Couzens Hwy.

- (21)

- Diehl, George F.
- 120 Madison Ave. (26)

- Diehl, Gerald G.
- 120 Madison Ave. (26)

- Dise, J. Ivan
- 2631 Woodward (1)
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641 Monroe Avenue
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MEIER CUT STONE CO.
Since 1865

FINE BUILDING STONE
for
FINE BUILDING PROJECTS

9664 FRENCH ROAD AT GRATIOT
Detroit 13, Michigan
WALNUT 1-3343

CAMPBELL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Commercial and Industrial
Building Engineers

3255 GOLDNER
DETROIT 10, MICHIGAN
IT WILL PAY YOU
TO INVESTIGATE
LOWEST RATES
WE MAKE NO SERVICE CHARGE
MORTGAGE LOANS
WESTERN & SOUTHERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
DETROIT OFFICE 602 STEPHENSON BUILDING — 6560 CASS AVENUE
Telephone MADISON 1750
L. C. JANISSE, Manager

MORTGAGE LOANS
WESTERN & SOUTHERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
DETROIT OFFICE 602 STEPHENSON BUILDING — 6560 CASS AVENUE
Telephone MADISON 1750
L. C. JANISSE, Manager

ZONOLITE
Insulating Concrete
FOR RADIANT HEATING AND BASEMENTLESS HOUSES
When radiant heating is specified, a Zonolite Insulating Concrete base under coils prevents downward heat losses. Topped with ordinary concrete, practically all heat travels upward—rooms heat faster. Provides warm, dry floors; in basementless houses; and the low heat capacity of Zonolite Insulating Concrete prevents condensation on floor surface on warm humid days. Write us for full details now!

ZONOLITE CO.
14300 Henn Ave., Dearborn, Mich.
Tiffany 6-1010

Maurice V. Rogers Company
General Contractors
COMMERCIAL BUILDING
CUSTOM RESIDENTIAL
839 Collingwood Ave. TO. 8-6681
Detroit 2, Michigan

Belden Face Brick
SINCE 1885
STARK GLAZED TILE
• ACID BRICK
• FIRE BRICK
• GLASS BLOCK VENTILATORS

P. C. GLASS BLOCK
• FLOOR BRICK
• QUARRY TILE

THE BELDEN-STARK BRICK CO.
14305 Livernois
"Michigan's Foremost Brick Company"
KUHNE-SIMMONS CO., INC.
J. L. SIMMONS COMPANY
INCORPORATED

General Contractors and Builders
Architectural, Industrial, Public Works Construction

Principal Offices
DETOUR 26, MICHIGAN
PENOBSCOT BUILDING

CHAMPAIGN, ILL. Neil Street
CHICAGO, ILL. 185 N. Wabash Avenue
DECATUR, ILL. Woodford Street
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. Union Title Bldg.

"SIMPLICITY ITSELF" The Mechanism of the New

R. O. W. WOOD WINDOW
Unit Guarantees
PERFECT PERFORMANCE

Complete weather-stripped...
Cosy.

Removable for better ventilation.

Narrow mullions . . .
More Daylight

Wood against metal . . .
Free Acting.

MANUFACTURED & DISTRIBUTED BY

Royal Oak Wholesale Co.
216 East Harrison St.
Royal Oak, Mich.
ORD 44093

Flint Sash & Door Co.
Flint and Saginaw
Flint—Phone 9-7661
Saginaw—Phone 2-8174

Porter-Hadley Co.
155 Cottage Grove St E.
Grand Rapids 2, Mich.
Phone 53164
BRYANT & DETWILER CO.
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2304 Penobscot Building
Detroit 26, Michigan
vessel and in about ten minutes the lower gates open and the ship steams out on the Lake Huron side. Filling and emptying the locks is accomplished by gravity flow of water. The first canal and lock were built on the Canadian side as early as 1797 and used until 1812 when they were destroyed. The State of Michigan completed its first lock in 1855 and these were used until 1888.

The four American Locks and the Canadian lock, which handle the tremendous tonnage that passes through the canal today, are masterpieces of engineering ingenuity that have enabled man to get the better of nature. The Canadian lock, opened in 1895, is 900 feet long and is used by most of the passenger boats. The four huge locks in American waters range from Poe Lock, about 900 feet long, up to the giant Davis and Sabin Locks, each measuring 1,350 feet in length. Either of these can take two of the longest freighters on the lakes in one lockage, in tandem. The most recent lock, named for General Douglas MacArthur, was a wartime project, completed in fourteen months and opened in 1943.

Passage is free for all ships, regardless of nationality, but if tolls had been charged at the rates levied for carrying freight through the Panama Canal, revenues would have exceeded $50,000,000 a year. This is much more than the cost of the canal and all of the locks, plus improvements made through the years.

When war clouds first began to gather, the St. Marys Falls Canal was one of the first strategic locations that the United States and Canada rushed to protect. The canal area bristled with modern defense weapons of every type, and the "No Visitor" signs went up. Around 85 per cent of the iron ore consumed by American industry moves through the canal, and a single act of enemy sabotage could have brought armament production almost to a standstill.

Last year the Canal area was reopened to visitors, and thousands of people flocked to the Soo for close-up inspection of the fascinating locks in operation. A number of conducted tours are made each day during the navigation season. The St. Marys Falls Canal is only one and three-quarter miles long, but it is the commerce lifeline of two nations. Nowhere else on the globe can one watch such huge quantities of vital materials pour forth from a single "horn of plenty." Nowhere else could such a great cornucopia of commerce be found operating by two neighboring nations in peace and harmony.

Is it not easy to see, then, how much importance to the nation would be a St. Lawrence waterway?

In writing the program for an architectural competition to design a theme for the Soo Locks Centennial, emphasis should be placed on the good that has come from what we now have and also on what could be expected from future developments.

"MICHIGAN ON CANVAS" is the name of an exhibit of paintings current at the Astor House on Mackinac Island, sponsored by The J. L. Hudson Company. It has attracted thousands of people and is a notable contribution in the field of art by Michigan Painters.

EMERSON DUFINO, postmaster and life-long resident of Mackinac Island is the photographer to whom we are indebted for many of the excellent photographs reproduced in this issue.

where thousands dine at Michigan State College

- A summer's vacation period was all that was necessary for Van to equip the new enlarged Union Building Food Service Department.

- Collaborating with the Architect and Engineers, Van Kitchen Engineers designed the most modern cafeteria and kitchen including the latest in sanitary requirements.

- Van Engineers are available to assist on any food service problem.
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Specialists in Fine Woodwork for over 33 years
5222 ST. JEAN AVE. DETROIT 13, MICH.
WA. 1-1073
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WESTERN WATERPROOFING COMPANY
Waterproofing Contractors and Engineers
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Ironite—For Below-Grade Work
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Fur traders and soldiers of two nations looked down upon the Straits of Mackinac and saw, first, the voyageurs' bateau loaded with rich mink and beaver skins that were to adorn the aristocracy of Europe; then the fierce battles of nations for supremacy of the Straits country; and finally the beginning of Lake Commerce that was to become the life stream of the nation.

The old Astor House built 114 years ago was originally the seat of one of the greatest business enterprises of early America—the Fur Trading business.

The trading post which was a three-unit group cost $50,000.00 to build and $3,000,000.00 annually was exchanged in this business.

The Agent's house was a three-story building—a spacious house with an inviting entrance. A great front door closing with interesting old bolts and locks (with the original fan lights above) opens into a hospitable hall. On each side are spacious rooms and at the rear the beautiful walnut-railed and spindled staircase rises to the second floor.

"The Store" was a low-ceiled room with hand-hewn beams on, one of which is chiseled in rude, sprawling characters, "417 Pines used in this frame." Here the actual business was carried on.

Attached to the store was a two-and-one-half-story warehouse where furs were stored. A quaint whitewashed stairway leads to the upper floors where still hangs the old windlass used to lift bales of furs to the second and third floors to await shipping time. A slight touch of the hand still turns this 10-foot-diameter, white pine wheel.

From an architectural standpoint, the old buildings are well worth studying—great hand-hewn white pine beams held together with wooden dowel pins; wide boards still showing the marks of the whip saw; immense handmade hinges; square-headed nails; two beautiful hand-made mantels and a mysterious opening from the basement where a secret stair or lift came through.

Above and below are shown views of the old Astor House on Mackinac Island, Michigan.

At right is the three-story Agent's House; at left, the two-and-one-half-story Store and Warehouse.

Here $3,000,000 annually was exchanged for the furs dealt in by the Astors.

EMIL LORCH, F.A.I.A., has been named consultant for the State's program of restoration of such architecture on Mackinac Island as the old Astor House and Biddle House.
STROM CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
General Contractors and Builders

First and Lexington

Grand Rapids 4, Michigan

THRU YEARS OF BETTER CONSTRUCTION
LAPIDOLITH CEMENT - TERREZINE - COLORED FLOORS
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L. SONNEBORN SONS, Inc.

912 STEPHENSON BLDG.
Tel. TRinity 2-5205 For Information
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Crawford Door Sales Company
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL DOORS
ELECTRIC OPERATORS — PUSHBUTTON, MANUAL OR RADIO CONTROLS

4651 BEAUFAIT, Detroit 7, Michigan
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Among Michigan’s Oldest Construction Concerns
Kriehoff Company
Forty-One Years Experience In Industrial, Commercial and Institutional Construction

6661 French Road
Detroit 13, Michigan
"THIS TIME FOR KEEPS"

The M.G.M. Technicolor Movie made at The Grand Hotel.

At left is shown a typical location day in the life of the young star, Sharon Manus, who played the part of Esther Williams’ Niece, in addition to her dancing chores.

Between takes she goes for a buggy ride with Johnny Johnston.

BICYCLE BUILT FOR TWO

It was a sunny, spring day on Mackinac Island. Lauritz Melchior, with the afternoon off from filming location takes a ride to the village on a tandem bike, with Jimmy Durante.

The Nose and the noted Metropolitan Opera Company star appeared with Esther Williams, Johnny Johnston and Xavier Cugat and his band in the M.G.M. funfest.
"One Responsibility—Burners and Fuel Oil"

"An Oil Burner for Every Purpose"

is proven by the following list of prominent users of Enterprise Rotary Heavy Oil Burners capable of burning heaviest fuel oils.

Bosch Brewery Co.        Houghton
Caro State Hospital      Wahamega
Central Specialties, Inc. Ypsilanti
Church of Resurrection   Lansing
Composite Forgings, Inc.  Detroit
Detroit Creamery Co.      Flint
Detroit Packing Co.       Detroit
Detroit Public Schools    Detroit
Fitzgerald High School    Warren Township
Gelatin Products Co.      Detroit
Goebel Brewing Co.        Muskegon
Greene Cleaners & Dyers   Ann Arbor
Harper Theatre           Detroit
Jennings Hospital        Detroit
Marvel Schebler Carburetor Co. Flint
Our Lady of Mercy High School Detroit
Presentation Parochial School Detroit
River Terrace Apartments  Detroit
St. David's Church        Detroit
Stroh Brewery Co.         Detroit
U.S. Naval Air Base       Grosse Ile

Approved by Underwriters' Laboratories

ESTABLISHED 1928

ENTERPRISE HEAT & POWER COMPANY

Distributors of Michigan Fuel Oils, Industrial and Domestic Oil Burning Equipment

9127 Conant Avenue

Trinity 3-1100

Detroit 12, Michigan
YOUR PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

By ALDEN B. DOW

Since the new Board took over its job last December, we have had eight meetings and attendance at these meetings, as it should be, has been almost 100%.

The Administration Committee, headed by John Thornton, with David Williams, Arthur Zimmermann and Joseph Leinweber, have had many problems because of the fact that the Society must operate on an income of about $1,800 a year, which I think one can easily understand is most inadequate. Owing to this small income, during the past few years it has been necessary for the Board to use some money from past savings. However, the Society is still in a sound position. In fact, we are most optimistic regarding the future of this profession and we see many real services that this Board can render the Society.

For example, the Public and Professional Relations Committee, headed by Charles McGrew, with Wells Bennett, Roger Allen and Robert Frantz, has started the job of bringing together under one publication the state laws governing building in the State of Michigan. They are not considering local laws, only the State laws. By doing this and bringing it to the attention of the State, we are in hopes of clarifying and simplifying many of these laws.

One of the laws that they have been working on is the regulation governing ceiling heights in single dwelling houses. As you know, today this law states that all ceilings on the first floor must be eight feet high. This makes it practically impossible to design in terms of interior space elevations. It makes a minimum F.H.A. bedroom appear like a well, whereas if it were possible to drop these ceilings in certain areas, in such minimum rooms, these spaces could be made far more attractive and livable. We are looking forward to a report from this committee at the Mackinac Conference.

The Education and Research Committee, with Ralph Hammett, chairman, and Adrian Langius, Carl Kressbach and Leo Bauer, is working to find ways of producing more material of general interest for the Weekly Bulletin, also ways of stimulating more interest in our Conventions and meetings in general. If anyone has any suggestions to offer this committee, they would certainly welcome them, because they are doing everything possible to make the Society more valuable to you.

This Summer Conference at Mackinac has been arranged by Chairman Adrian Langius, with Robert Frantz and David Williams, and I feel sure of its success. As President of the Michigan Society, may I say that all the Board is looking forward to seeing you at this Conference.

Saginaw Valley Chapter, M.S.A.

The Saginaw Valley Chapter has experienced a most interesting season. We started out by calling on individual members to present some subject at each meeting regarding their practice. We have had talks on such subjects as hardware, glass and glazing, insulation, and so on, and found them all most interesting. In fact, I would not miss one of these meetings for anything because by approaching subjects in this way, we tend to get both sides of the problems involved.

Many of us are looking forward to the meeting at Mackinac and challenge any other chapter to be present with as great a percentage of attendance. We will see you in Mackinac.

---

The Preferred Heating System

Forced hot water heating for homes, apartments, institutions and industrial buildings... best for radiator, baseboard, convectors and radiant panel systems.

---

Hydro-Flo* HEATING

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH ALL LEADING PLUMBING & HEATING SUPPLY JOBBERS

R. L. DEPPMANN CO.

DISTRIBUTORS

DETROIT GRAND RAPIDS

*REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
HAVEN-BUSCH CO.
501 FRONT AVE. NW
GRAND RAPIDS 4, MICH.
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CONFERENCE, from Page 6

Lansing Builders and Traders Exchange.

All members of the building industry, their families and friends, are invited to attend. Meetings will be interspersed with recreational features, sports, dancing and sightseeing.

The Grand Hotel has recently undergone complete refurbishing, at a cost of more than $75,000, the most extensive since it was opened in 1887. Architect for the building was the late George D. Mason, of Detroit, "Dean of Michigan Architects," Fellow of the A.I.A. and member of the M.S.A.

HASKELL MACKINAC SPEAKER

Douglas Haskell, newly appointed architectural editor of Architectural Forum, will be the principal speaker at the MSA Sixth Annual Mid-Summer Conference at The Grand Hotel on Mackinac Island, August 5 and 6.

Michigan Architects will remember Mr. Haskell for his outstanding contributions to meetings in this state. He participated in the famous "Panel of the Younger Men" at the Grand Rapids A.I.A. Convention in 1947 and present-
NEW
"Vanity" Cabinet

Low Priced for the Mass Market

At last! A beautiful "Vanity" Cabinet at a price so low that builders can install it as a feature of attraction in even the lowest priced homes!

Swinging mirrors at each side serve also as doors for the right and left-hand cabinets. Center mirror is stationary and does not require fastening to the wall. All mirrors are copper-backed and are encased in stainless steel frames.

Adjustable shelves, Piano hinges, Cushion-spring door stops, Tooth-brush holder, Razor-blade drop. All hardware chrome-plated.

17 Models

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

IDEAL CABINET CORPORATION
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7722 Joy Road Detroit 4, Mich.
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NEVER BEFORE
A WINDOW LIKE THIS!
ANDERSEN GLIDING WINDOW UNIT

IT GLIDES SIDEWAYS
YOU CAN LIFT IT OUT

It glides sideways, not up and down. No weights, no hinges, no springs.
Equipped with double glass that rides on main sash. It's weather-stripped, leak-proof, complete with hardware, precision fitted, made of clear Ponderosa pine, permanently protected against termites and decay.
Made by the world's largest exclusive manufacturers of windows. Be sure to see the Andersen Gliding Windows.

USE ANDERSEN

Windowwalls
ALSO...
ANDERSEN CASEMENT WINDOWS
ANDERSEN PRESSURE SEAL UNITS
This is Andersen's new
DOUBLE-HUNG WINDOW UNIT
ANDERSEN BASEMENT WINDOWS

NOTE TO ARCHITECTS...
All of these window units are carried in stock in our warehouse at 2127 Fenkell Ave., Detroit. If additional information is wanted, please telephone us and we will be glad to have our representative call.

KIMBALL & WILSON, Inc.
2127 FENKELL AVE.
DETROIT
UNIVERSITY 1-3480
Wholesale Sash and Doors

ed papers at two Ann Arbor Conferences in 1948 and 1949. The first, on "Beauty for Us," was published in Architectural Record, in June, 1948. The second, on "Progress in Heating," received wide acclaim. The two titles suggest the wide range of Mr. Haskell's approach to architecture and building.
Mr. Haskell began his career in architectural journalism twenty-five years ago, with a blast at collegiate Gothic and copious quotations from Louis Sullivan. He served as assistant editor of Creative Art under Lee Simpson, and as associate editor of Architectural Record under Lawrence Koehler, the pioneer advocate of contemporary architecture.
He wrote the first regular column of architectural criticism in the U.S., beginning in 1930 in The Nation; freelanced architectural articles in the Architectural Review (London), Harper's, American Scholar, Readers' Digest and others.
For ten years, he wrote the annual architectural review in the New International Yearbook. He rejoined the staff of Architectural Record in 1943 and left that position to accept his present editorship of the Forum in April of this year.

STRAITS PLAN CELEBRATION
The Second Annual Straits Celebration will be held on August 5, 6 and 7 with Straits of Mackinac Swim from Mackinac Island to St. Ignace as its feature attraction. The Swim is scheduled to start from the Island at 8:00 a.m., August 6.
A pageant dramatizing the landing of Pere Marquette in 1670 will be enacted prior to a sunrise mass at his grave on Sunday morning, August 7.
The celebration will include a parade of Upper Peninsula National Guard units, with Guard planes overhead; mo-

(See CELEBRATION, Page 43)
Builders & Traders
Edited by
E. J. BRUNNER
Secretary-Manager
BUILDERS' and TRADERS' EXCHANGE of DETROIT

CARE AND CLEANING OF MARBLE

A new booklet on the "Care and Cleaning of Marble" contains information of interest to many.

It is many years since information such as this has been available in any form, and never before has information relative to the care and cleaning of marble been so completely presented.

This material was compiled and published by the Marble Institute of America as part of its general activity of service.

Copies may be had by addressing the Managing Director of the MIA, Mr. Romer Shawhan, R. A.; address: Marble Institute of America, 108 Forster Avenue, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

NEW 16-PAGE BOOKLET

"Baseboard Heating" is the title of a new 16-page booklet just published by the Plumbing and Heating Industries Bureau.

The booklet describes the various types of baseboard heating systems now available. Eight illustrations of different types of equipment are shown as well as two diagrams illustrating piping hook-ups.

The booklet was published to fill the need for a simple and non-technical description of baseboard heating equipment and an explanation of the various types, sizes, and styles of these units now being made by 14 manufacturers.

Under the heading of "Highlights on Baseboard Heating," the booklet points out that baseboard heating systems provide a room-long source of clean, even heat; there are no cold spots or hot spots with baseboards—no drafts or objectionable air currents.

The price of the booklet is 10 cents per copy and it may be obtained from the Plumbing and Heating Industries Bureau, 35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Illinois.
CELEBRATION (from 41)

Tow boat races and a Straits Queen's Ball.

Last year the first celebration was held to mark the twenty-first anniversary of Michigan State Ferry Service between Mackinac City and St. Ignace. It was decided to make the celebration an annual event.

In 1948, only four of thirty entrants in the swim crossed the finish line. Three of them were Detroiters. The main swim is in charge of Charles McCaffree, Jr., swimming coach at Michigan State College.

JIMMY DURANTE liked Mackinac Island and The Grand Hotel so much when he was there on location a few years ago, that he will be spending a vacation there this year, beginning August 1. Instead of "This Time for Keeps," this time he will bring Clark Gable with him. Must be he heard about Alden Dow's success and wants to get some ideas. Joking aside, Alden has made some color movies that compare favorably with the best professionals. Alden goes so far as to state the belief that in the future the best pictures may be turned out by amateurs. There's no reason at all why we can't have a combination this year, with Durante and Gable side by side with our own "characters." At least, as Roger Allen points out, architects' wives are easy to look at.

GEORGE D. MASON, our beloved late member and Fellow of The A.I.A., was architect for The Grand Hotel. The plans are still on file in the offices of George D. Mason & Co., reports David H. Williams, Jr., now President of the firm, director of the MSA and president of the Detroit Chapter, AIA. Mr. Mason once related that when he was first called in for conference at the site he had no tape or rule, so he just paced off the distances and estimated the elevations. Later measurements proved that he was off only by inches. It is interesting to note that the front porch floor is exactly 100 feet above lake level.

ARCHITECTS OF NORTHERN MICHIGAN are being recognized in this Conference at Mackinac Island. A discussion of the Soo Locks Centennial and the architectural competition in that connection will further the end of focusing attention on this important area of our state.

Hickey, Shaw & Winkler
Plumbing - Heating and Power Plant Installations
Ventilating and Air Conditioning

14855 Ward Avenue  Detroit 27, Mich.  Vermont 8-0500
Lifetime Doors of Aluminum for Residential Garages

Available in a variety of designs.
The only door with the patented built-in counter weight—No Springs
Sold With A Five Year Guarantee
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR EXPERIENCE

Since 1935 TILT-A-DOOR has been building metal doors for the residential building trade. The experience gained over this period is reflected in our postwar product. By combining aluminum alloys with steel, we have produced a door 60% lighter than the prewar door, yet actually stronger.

Available in the standard single and Twin Door sizes
Also featuring the new "eight six" doors for the wider automobiles.

NOTE
Sketches at the left show how the automobile has outgrown the old 8'-0" wide standard opening. BE SAFE! Specify the 8'-6" wide Tilt-A-Door.

TILT-A-DOOR CORPORATION
468 East Nine Mile Road
Detroit 20, Michigan
JOrdan 4-6780  Llncoln 3-9140
INSULATED STEEL WALLS and STEEL DECK ROOFS for INDUSTRIAL and COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

Mahon Insulated Steel Walls are ideally suited for industrial and commercial buildings, and for many special purpose structures, such as power houses and transformer stations, where high expanses of wall are encountered. Walls up to sixty feet in height may be constructed without horizontal joints. This feature alone has found favor with many architects throughout the country. Vertical ribs are six inches on centers on the outside of the wall with interlocking ribs one foot on centers. The inside surface of the wall is smooth, with vertical interlocking joints one foot on centers. This type of wall construction in combination with a Mahon Steel Deck Roof costs less, provides a fire-safe, permanent building which can be quickly and economically erected. See Sweet's File for complete information.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY
Detroit 11, Michigan • Chicago 4, Illinois
Representatives in all Principal Cities
Manufacturers of Insulated Steel Walls, Steel Deck for Roofs, Ceilings, Floors and Partitions. Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Underwriters' Labeled Rolling Steel Doors and Fire Shutters.